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1. Introduction
Santos Ltd applied for and obtained approval under the EPBC and PSLA Acts to 
conduct a 2D seismic survey in EPP32. As this region was considered outside the 
critical feeding habitat of blue whales (Balaenoptera musculus) it was nominated that 
this survey would be undertaken after the Otway/Sorell surveys had been 
completed. In accordance with the ‘manner specified conditions’ of EPBC referral 
2003/1218 for this seismic program, Santos arranged for an aerial survey to be 
undertaken across the proposed seismic survey area prior to the commencement of 
seismic operations.  This aerial survey occurred on Tuesday 2nd December and, as a 
result of the sightings recorded on that day, aerial surveys were also conducted 
during and after seismic operations. Santos had contracted a team of experienced 
tuna spotters from Port Lincoln to conduct aerial observations over the area intended 
for seismic surveys, and for continuity had asked the Blue Whale Study, Deakin 
University to provide an experienced cetacean observer for recording cetacean 
observations. 

2. Methods
An aerial survey pattern was designed to suit coverage of the EPP32 2D seismic 
lines, for suitable detection of cetaceans and other marine wildlife, and to allow 
survey data to be compared temporally and spatially. 

Survey ‘legs’ were run perpendicular to bathymetry and spaced six nautical miles 
(11.1km) apart; with a three nautical mile (5.5km) strip surveyed on either side of 
the aircraft. A total of 9 survey legs covered the main study area, and this pattern 
was used as a template for most surveys (see Figure 1). Some surveys were 
extended in a zigzag pattern further east and west of this region to increase 
coverage of potential blue whale feeding habitat, and when the seismic vessel was 
recording particular seismic survey lines. 

A twin engine, long-range aircraft (Shrike Commander VH-LTP), was used for all 7 
aerial surveys flown from Port Lincoln. The main observer team included Derek 
Hayman – pilot/observer (port side – all 7 surveys), Lyall Jaensch - co-pilot/observer 
(starboard side – 5 surveys), Margie Morrice - cetacean observer (port or starboard 
side – 6 surveys) and John Hughes (Santos Ltd - 5 surveys). Other observers during 
the survey period included Andrew Levings (Deakin University – 1 survey) and Rob 
Langley (PIRSA – 1 survey). 

Surveys were flown at an altitude of 457m (1500 feet), unless forced lower by cloud, 
and at ~130 knots (~240 kmh-1). Surveys were usually not initiated in Beaufort Sea 
States (BSS) exceeding BSS 4, and were terminated if sea state remained steady at 
BSS 5 or above. Sea state and conditions of visibility, including glare, cloud cover, 
haze and precipitation, were recorded at the start of each survey leg, and at any 
time when conditions changed.



Survey methodology followed Gill and Morrice (2003a,b). All cetaceans, krill surface 
swarms, seabird aggregations, fish schools, other marine wildlife and surface 
oceanographic fronts were recorded. Krill swarms were recorded as small (<10m), 
medium (10-50m) and large (>50m). Fishing vessels, marine debris, oil spills and 
shipping were also recorded. Aerial surveys were flown in ‘closing mode’ (Hiby and 
Hammond, 1989), i.e. when a whale was first sighted, the GPS position on the 
trackline was recorded, then the whale(s) was approached and circled. The whale 
could then be given an exact position; positive identification of species; 
determination of its behavioural status (e.g. feeding, travelling, surfacing, 
defaecating) and association to food and other wildlife aggregations. 

Figure 1. EPP32 seismic lines and initial aerial survey pattern. 
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For more detailed observations of whales in close proximity to seismic vessels, we 
circled individual groups at high altitude (>2000ft) for periods of up to 2.5 hours. 
This occurred on the 5th – 7th December during full operation, line change and soft 
start. Whale behaviours (ie. feeding, traveling, diving, defaecating, direction of 
travel, whale/whale interactions) were documented along with positions of individual 
whales for estimating their distance traveled. These interactions were extremely 
important for trying to detect any distinct ‘change’ in the whales’ behaviour for 
itigation purposes. 

hotographs were taken whenever possible with a Nikon D-100 digital SLR camera 
with 200mm lens. These photographs were used to confirm species ID and to record 
whale behaviours, environmental conditions, and interactions and the proximity of 
whales to other marine species as well as seismic vessels and gear. 
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3. Results
A total of seven surveys were conducted between 2nd to 13th December 2003. These 
covered over 5,700 nautical miles (Table 1) along approximately 500km of 
continental shelf. A survey was conducted prior to and after seismic recording and 
surveys were run on almost every day of active seismic operations. Five of the 
surveys covered a majority of the main survey area (ie. Legs 1-9), while 3 surveys 
focused on whale/seismic interactions and 2 targeted along-shelf coverage of 
potential blue whale feeding habitat (Appendices 1A-G). 

3.1 Blue whales
A total of 152 sightings of blue whales were recorded with 199 individual whales, 
including 2 calves, for all EPP32 surveys from the 2nd to 13th December 2003 (Figure 
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2, Table 1). The maximum number of whales sighted (excluding resights) on any 
survey day was 48 adult whales in 39 groups on the 13th December, and whales 
were observed towards the very eastern and western sections of this survey. All 
whales were within approx. 15km of the 200m depth contour at the edge of the 
shelf, and were most concentrated in areas inshore of steep slope canyon features. 

There appeared to be a shift in distribution of whales from inshore to offshore of the 
shelf break in the western part of the survey area over the survey period. Blue 
whales in the east, where survey coverage was more limited, were mostly on the 
shelf between the 100m and 200m isobaths, which converge south of eastern 
Kangaroo Island. A number of whales were sighted together or were seen to 
associate together while being observed, including coordinating their feeding 
behaviour.

3.2 Blue whales & Krill
Surface krill was observed throughout the survey area, its distribution being 
generally centred along the 200m isobath, and both inshore and offshore of it. The 
largest and most concentrated surface swarms were associated with the highest 
concentrations of feeding blue whales (Appendix 4A-G). On many occasions no 
surface krill was visible around feeding blue whales that were both feeding on their 
side just under the surface, and coming up from below with mouths partly open and 
throat pleats extended. Some whales were observed to feed on the same large 
swarms more than once. Some krill swarms were large enough to support two 
whales feeding at the same time. On a few occasions while observing groups of 
whales for a period of time we were able to observe whales line up and target 
swarms, using feeding methods familiar from the Bonney Upwelling study (Gill and 
Morrice, 2003b). 

3.3 Distribution of blue whales relative to satellite remote sensing
3.3.1 Sea surface temperature (SST)
As a result of low cloud in the survey area useable SST images were only available 
for 8 December and 14 December. Sightings from aerial surveys between 2-8 
December 2003 are shown in relation to sea surface temperature (SST) in Figure 3. 
While there was some suggestion of whale locations corresponding to surface fronts 
on 8 December, generally surface frontal structures were not strong. This is similar 
to the situation in the eastern zone of the Bonney Upwelling study area, where 
upwelling rarely reaches the surface. Sightings from aerial surveys on 13 December 
2003 are shown in relation to sea surface temperature (SST) in Figure 4. Again, no 
clear surface fronts correspond with whale positions. The whales appear to be lined 
up along the shelf break. SST imagery is limited as it only ‘sees’ the top 5-10cm of 
the ocean surface, and cannot detect features which may be only a few metres 
below. 

3.3.2 SeaWifs (ocean colour = surface chlorophyll)
SeaWifs ‘ocean colour’ satellite images were provided by CSIRO Marine Research for 
days of aerial surveys, so that whale locations could be matched to surface 
chlorophyll-a (chl-a) levels. Due to widespread cloud cover across the survey area, 
only one SeaWifs image (8 December) was sufficiently cloud-free during the whale 
survey period. Figure 5 shows blue whale sightings for 8 December, superimposed 
on the SeaWifs image for 8 December. Sightings from other days were not included 
in this figure because it is not known how rapidly surface conditions changed from 
day to day.    
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Figure 5 shows that to the west of the apex of Eyre Peninsula, blue whales were 
fairly narrowly distributed (1) along a tongue of elevated surface chl-a which 
followed the 200m isobath toward the north-west. To the east of the apex of Eyre 
Peninsula, only one sighting was offshore of the 200m isobath (2), at the south-east 
extremity of the above tongue of productivity (1). One group of sightings (3) 
appeared to be in water of low-to-intermediate chl-a levels, well inshore of the 200m 
isobath; another group (4) is at the western edge of a plume of elevated chl-a that 
extends westward from surface upwelling off Cape Borda (Kangaroo Is); while the 
easternmost group (5) also appears to be in low-to-intermediate chl-a conditions. 
Work in the Bonney Upwelling (Gill, 2004) has shown that blue whales usually do not 
occur in areas of peak chl-a levels, as peak krill aggregations often occur 
‘downstream’ of these areas. 

From Figure 5, it can be seen that blue whale sightings occurred in surface chl-a
levels (ie ~0.3-0.4mg m-3) comparable to mean values observed in the Bonney 
Upwelling (0.4-0.41mg m-3; Gill, 2004). These values cannot be quantified precisely 
until raw SeaWifs data is obtained from NASA and analysed in GIS. 

The origin of the productive surface water to the west of Kangaroo Island is indicated 
by SeaWifs images from November, which showed massive plumes and eddies of 
relatively productive water right across the south of the image. A well-defined 
tongue of surface productivity extended north from this productive field to the west 
and south-west of Kangaroo Island, at least between 14-26 November 2003. A good 
example is seen in Figure 6, which shows conditions on 18 November, including 
surface structures in the Bonney Upwelling (lower right) associated with recent 
upwelling (probably on 16 November). 

Since this is the first time we have worked in these waters, and SeaWifs coverage in 
the past has not extended so far west, we do not know if the remarkable surface 
chlorophyll features seen during November 2003 occur every year, or only in certain 
years. If these conditions do occur early in every upwelling season, it is possible that 
blue whales aggregate in this area early in each season, before moving to the 
Bonney Upwelling or other areas. 

Figure 7 shows SeaWiFs imagery for 15 December, in relation to blue whale sightings 
from 13 December (EPP32 survey), and 15 December (Hill 1 survey). The image 
shows that the whales were aligned along a line of enhanced productivity which 
occurred along the shelf break, between the 100-200m isobaths. 

3.4 Other fauna
The region was characterized by a similar diversity of other cetaceans and seabirds 
to the Bonney Upwelling region (Appendix 3, Appendix 4A-G). 

Sperm whales (Physeter macrocephalus) were sighted on 3 surveys (5 sightings, 7 
individuals), with one in the eastern part of the survey area well offshore in approx. 
2000 metres of water, and another 3 seen in the same region over 2 surveys to the 
west in just over 1000 metres of water. 

Nineteen dolphin groups were sighted over 5 surveys, mostly between the 100 to 
200m depth contours in groups up to 300 individuals. It is expected that we would 
have observed more dolphins if we had surveyed all the inshore sections of survey 
legs. One group of dolphins was observed ‘chasing’ and bow riding a blue whale, and 
from aerial photos it is possible that some of these groups were of mixed species.
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A pod of long-finned pilot whales (Globicephala melas) (also sighted from the seismic 
vessel on several occasions), a minke whale (B. acutorostrata) and one unidentified 
whale were the only other cetaceans observed. 

The most commonly sighted seabirds on the shelf break were albatross and prions. 
Other seabirds included shearwaters, terns, seagulls and Australasian gannets. 
Whitebait and mackerel schools were also visible from the surface.

3.5 Blue whale/seismic interactions
Blue whale interactions with the seismic vessel were observed during three 
observation periods between 5-7 th December and are described below.

5th December
On 5 December 2003, 3 blue whales were observed closely for 1hr45min (11:34-
13:14) while feeding and traveling close to an actively recording seismic vessel on 
Line 04 (refer to Figure 8, Appendix 1C, 5A). 

These whales were very close in group size and composition to three whales that had 
been sighted earlier in the day on Leg 5, two of which (Whale #1 & 2*) were re-
sighted at 11:34hrs. At this time their distance to the seismic vessel was 20.6km 
(11.1nm) to the north in 700m of water. We climbed to 2000ft to ensure that the 
aircraft wasn’t disturbing the whales. Whales #1 & 2 were observed traveling rapidly 
south together ~200m apart, and diving. Travel speed then slowed at 12:28hrs with 
observed directions of travel changing from south to north-west, and whales 
between 100-200m apart. Overall movement of these whales from their first 
observed position was west, then south towards the seismic vessel and then north to 
north-east away from the vessel. At 12:29hrs their closest distance to the seismic 
vessel was 14.1km (7.6nm). At 12:42hrs the whales dived near the first observed 
small krill swarms. From here the whales then traveled WSW and affiliated with 
another blue whale, and fed at 12:58hrs for a very short period. This third blue 
whale (Whale #5) was believed to be the same whale first sighted at 12:01hrs to 
their south-west and then at 12:56hrs to their north-west, feeding on small to 
medium swarms of krill. They then separated but remained in the same general area 
for a short period and Whale #5 was not sighted again. From there Whales #1&2 
moved south-west and north-west when observation ceased at 13:14hrs and they 
were 12.9km (7.0nm) from the recording seismic vessel. During this period of 
observation, the closest the whales were to the operating vessel was 12.3km 
(6.6nm) at 13:10hrs. Thus, during the 1hr45min of detailed observations, the 
distance between the whales and the operating seismic vessel reduced from 20.6km 
(11.1nm) to 12.3km (6.6nm). 

Although overall movement of the whales was in a west-north-west direction roughly 
parallel to the movement of the seismic vessel, this was also parallel to the 
bathymetry and the shelf break. Interpretation of these results would have been 
helped by surveying the area between the seismic vessel and the whales for krill 
swarms, to get a better context as to whether there was food availability closer to 
the seismic vessel that the whales did not use.

* these whale numbers correspond to numbers on maps in Appendices 5A, 5B and 5C.
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6th December
On 6 December 2003, when the seismic vessel was first located at 11:06hrs, it was 
13.1km (7.1nm) south-east from the closest whale. At this stage the seismic vessel 
had already started Line 03 at 9:30hrs and had been recording for 3km when it had 
to close down after sighting blue whales on its starboard bow. It was then going to 
Line 04 to finish the last 8km which it did not complete the previous day due to pilot 
whale activity. MGM and John Hughes then followed the ship and the movements of 
three blue whales (Whales # 14(2) & 14(3)) from 12:41hrs for 2.5 hrs until the ship 
had completed Line 04 at approx. 14:20hrs when the distance from ship to whales 
was 5.0km (2.7nm) (Figures 9&10, Appendix 1D, 5B). These observations cover the 
seismic vessel’s activity from 60% into a softstart to active recording and then a line 
change.

At 12:41hrs two blue whales (Whales # 14(2); Figure 9) were traveling ~200m apart 
from north-east to north-west and were soon joined by another blue whale (Whale # 
14(3)) who remained together traveling, feeding, diving and defaecating for approx. 
1hr45mins. From 12:44hrs to 14:03hrs they all moved in a north-west direction –
again generally parallel with both the course of the recording seismic vessel and the 
bathymetry in approx. 600m water. During this period the distance from the 
operating vessel closed from 12.7km (6.9nm) to 8.9km (4.8nm) at commencement 
of recording to 5.8km (3.1nm) at 14:03 hrs and the whales were observed feeding 
on small to medium swarms of krill 15 times and defaecating 4 times. Krill swarms 
were approx. 200m apart in this region and whales, once they had fed on one 
swarm, orientated themselves towards the next swarm and often fed together. 

At 14:06hrs, at 5.0km (2.7nm) separation from the operating seismic vessel, only 
two whales (Whales # 14(2); Figure 10) were observed for another hour moving 
between more small to medium swarms of krill and feeding a further 6 times. The 
separation distance reduced to 4.4km (2.4nm) at 14:10hrs but then increased as the 
vessel moved away from the area in which the whales were feeding. At 14:20hrs the 
seismic vessel went offline into a line change and was 4.9km (2.6nm) in a WSW 
location from these closest whales. Although their movement between swarms was 
multi-directional, their overall movement after separating from the other whale and 
when seismic activity ceased was south-east and east into deeper water. It was also 
during this period that we experienced a remarkable observation of what could be 
termed ‘co-operative’ feeding behaviour where the smaller of the 2 whales aligned 
itself 70m away and parallel with a medium krill swarm while the larger whale was 
approx. 600m away and turning itself towards the smaller whale. The larger whale 
then moved towards the swarm while the smaller slowly moved away and then 
remained almost stationary as the larger whale fed on this swarm. As the smaller 
whale remained stationary, the larger whale then fed twice on a larger swarm 
nearby. 

No ‘change’ in whale behaviour was detected between the change in seismic 
activities during the same period. As seen in the plot of movements of whales and 
the seismic vessel in Appendix 5B, the whales continued their traveling and feeding 
activities through the softstart (12:41-13:24hrs), active recording (13:25-14:20hrs) 
and the line change (14:23-15:09hrs). 

7th December
On 7 December 2003, the seismic ship was first detected 5.7km (3.1nm) from the 
nearest blue whale. It had been recording Line 03 for 5km and aborted due to 
proximity to blue whales. It had also been in extended line change due to longliner 
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vessel activity and was in soft start mode for Line 06. MGM and John Hughes then 
headed back to the location where they had seen 3 blue whales to the eastern end of 
Line 06 as this is where they anticipated the seismic vessel to be traveling. They re-
located the 3 blue whales and the actively recording seismic vessel (Appendix 1E, 
5C). 

The first whale (Whale # 7(1); Figure 11) was observed between 13:32-13:53hrs 
when the distance between them and the actively recording seismic vessel ranged 
from 5.9km (3.2nm) to 3.8km (2.0nm) to the WSW, traveling in a south-east 
direction. This whale was observed traveling, diving and defaecating amongst 
scattered small to medium swarms of krill. Its general movement was from south-
west to north-east between 300-600m water depth. No feeding was observed at the 
surface. 

The second whale (Whale # 7(2); Figure 12) was sighted at 13:54hrs and was 
3.4km (1.9nm) from Whale #1, and 3.2km (1.7nm) to the south-east of the seismic 
vessel and just south of the path of the vessel. It was slowly traveling south-west to 
south-east away from Line 06, amongst but not feeding on medium swarms krill. At 
14:03hrs the whale surfaced 2.4km (1.3nm) from the ship, at which time it was 
decided by John Hughes to radio the ship to shutdown and standby until further 
aerial assessment. Between 14:04-14:21hrs the whale moved in a northerly 
direction towards Line 06 behind the path of the vessel that was now in offline mode. 
This whale then moved south-east in amongst a medium swarm of krill but was not 
observed to feed until 14:24hrs where no surface krill was sighted, and about 30 
minutes after the seismic vessel had shutdown. It then crossed over the wake of the 
seismic vessel and was north of Line 06 swimming parallel with the line and 0.5nm 
from the tail buoy. At 14:51hrs Whale #2 was 800m on the north side of the tail 
buoy and John Hughes radioed the seismic vessel to begin softstart. This whale then 
moved south to south-east away and parallel to Line 06 and generally towards the 
vessel. 

A third whale (Whale # 7(3)) was first sighted at 14:01hrs approx. 3.7km (2.0nm) 
from Whale # 7(1), and 1.6km (0.9nm) also to the south-east of the seismic vessel 
and just south of the path of the vessel. This whale was not sighted again until 
14:08hrs nearby a small swarm krill when it was north of Line 06 having passed 
behind the seismic vessel that had just gone into standby mode. This whale then 
moved south back across Line 06 and fed on a small to medium swarm of krill, and 
was then observed in a position north-west near Line 06 where it fed again on a 
medium swarm krill. This whale also fed approx. 30 minutes after seismic shutdown. 
At this point the whale was approx. 500m to the south-east of the tail buoy. This 
whale was last seen south-east of this position and 2.8km (1.5nm) from Whale #1 
and 5.4km (2.9nm) from the seismic vessel in softstart. 

4. Discussion

The valuable findings of this survey series have only been possible because of 
Santos’ decision to include experienced cetacean observers in an area which was not 
considered part of blue whale critical feeding habitat. These surveys have highlighted 
how little we know about the distribution of this very conspicuous animal. 

On the first survey day, prior to the start of seismic operations, 31 blue whales were 
found, feeding on dense swarms of krill. This is comparable to the higher numbers 
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sighted during several years of surveys in the Bonney Upwelling, where the 
maximum number sighted prior to this season was 36. 

On subsequent days this picture was repeated, with large aggregations of whales (up 
to 48; larger than any previous survey total in the Bonney Upwelling study area) 
feeding on krill swarms larger than anything previously seen in the Bonney 
Upwelling. The whales were almost entirely within 10nm (18.5km) either side of the 
shelf break (200m isobath; dotted line in Fig. 2), which is approx. 50nm (85km) off 
the coast of South Australia. This contrasts with the Bonney Upwelling, where krill 
surface swarms and blue whales are almost invariably sighted inshore of the 200m 
shelf break (Gill and Morrice, 2003b). 

The pilots involved in the surveys have extensive experience in offshore surveys in 
that region, but had never seen more than the occasional blue whale during their 
surveys; however, they normally survey further west and inshore at that time of 
year. Thus, it is not possible to say whether blue whales are there at the start of 
every season. Whether these whales later moved east into the Bonney Upwelling is 
also unknown although there are indications that this may have been the case. Due 
to the favourable orientation of the shelf to the prevailing SE summer winds (see Gill 
and Morrice, 2003a), the large-scale upwelling system, of which the Bonney 
Upwelling is the most prominent expression, extends northwestward along the shelf 
towards the Head of the Bight (Kampf et al., 2004). This is confirmed in Figures 5 
and 7, which show SeaWiFs ocean colour (chlorophyll-a) images for 8 and 15 
December 2003. In Figure 7, a line of elevated chl-a parallels the shelf break, with 
bluer, less productive water offshore. Blue whale sightings during surveys on 13 
December and 15 December are shown; these sightings were grouped along the 
shelf break, with the two groups only 48nm (88km) apart. It is also important to 
note that whales were sighted at the westernmost limit of the surveys, suggesting 
that more whales may have been further west if surveys had extended further. 

This is an important feeding area for blue whales. Very abundant krill surface swarms 
of a range of sizes were seen along and either side of the shelf break, and blue 
whales were frequently observed feeding on these swarms. These observations 
occurred during a period when coincident surveys in the Bonney Upwelling detected 
no blue whales and little krill (Gill et al., 2004). Only two days after the EPP32 
surveys were completed, a Hill 1 survey in the Bonney Upwelling on 15 December 
recorded over 31 blue whales and numerous krill swarms in the very western region 
of the Bonney Upwelling (Figure 7). This suggests that if relative productivity is low 
in certain areas, blue whales will forage through other possible (and possibly 
predictable) feeding areas and feed on abundant food wherever it is found. This also 
highlights the vulnerability of blue whales to fluctuations in seasonal food supply – if 
productivity is low in one area (e.g. the Bonney Upwelling) then the whales may be 
hungry by the time they locate another area (e.g. EPP32). 

These observations have shown that blue whales may be observed at surprisingly 
close ranges from seismic surveys. Blue whales were sighted as close as 2.4km of 
the operating seismic vessel, far closer than had been reported elsewhere. On 
occasion blue whales came within visual range of observers on the seismic vessel, 
and shutdowns were initiated by the seismic crew. The most vulnerable whales in 
any population are cow-calf pairs, the nearest of which was sighted 7.1km from the 
seismic vessel which was 26% into its 60 minute soft start. 
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It is important to consider the possible reasons for the proximity of blue whales to 
seismic surveys at such close ranges as were observed. The distribution of surface 
krill was typically patchy, ie krill was not found in uniform distribution but was 
scattered in patches of varying size and density. Blue whales during these surveys 
were found in locally abundant patches of krill, and while whales were sometimes 
seen feeding where krill could not actually be observed, we did not normally find 
abundant patches of krill with no blue whales present. On those days when whales 
were found close to the seismic vessel (ie on 5-7 December), very few other krill 
patches were found without whales. These whales were feeding on krill patches that 
were separate from and much smaller than the main concentrations of krill which 
whales were feeding on further inshore. We know little about how whales locate krill 
patches within a general feeding area, but two important points to consider are the 
effort required to locate scattered food patches (which requires a ‘payback’ to 
maintain energy balance), and the potential competition with other whales once a 
resource has been found, since a given swarm will only feed a limited number of 
whales. 

During previous seasons in the Bonney Upwelling, aerial surveys failed to find blue 
whales within less than 60km of seismic surveys (Gill, 2000; Gill and Morrice, 
2003b), despite the presence of abundant krill near the sound source. During an 
aerial survey on 14 November 2003 in VIC/P51, there appeared to be evidence of 
three blue whales moving rapidly away from the vessel in start up mode to a 
distance of ~20km (Gill and Hughes, 2003). In this case, there were only small 
swarms in the vicinity of the seismic vessel, and the whales were able to exploit food 
at greater ranges. A possible alternative interpretation of this rapid movement could 
have related to some form of social activity because one of the whales subsequently 
parted from the group and appeared to be heading towards another whale when they 
slowed down at approx 20km from the vessel.

This season has been ‘unusual’ in several respects. Blue whales were sighted four 
weeks earlier than in previous seasons; the EPP32 feeding area has been identified; 
and a survey in the Bonney Upwelling on 27 February 2004 found 39% more blue 
whales (ie 50) than had been sighted in any previous survey. We are still learning 
about the distribution of feeding areas, including the capacity of blue whales to 
locate and exploit shifting prey availability over what is possibly a very large area, 
incorporating coastal ‘hotspots’ (e.g the Bonney Upwelling, and the EPP32 feeding 
ground), and dispersed potential offshore areas such as the Sub-Tropical Front to the 
south. Off the west coast of the USA, blue whales move between widespread feeding 
areas in response to large-scale climatic cycles such as ENSO (Benson et al., 2002). 
Such changes may bring about increased searching effort and consequent nutritional 
stress; and it is likely that similar ecological constraints apply here. This highlights 
the importance of these surveys to our expanding knowledge of blue whales in our 
region.
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Table 1. Summary of surveys, 2 – 13 December 2003

Date Survey 
Number

Observers Survey 
Legs

Flight time 
(hrs)

Distance 
covered (nm)

Seismic lines 
operated on

Cetacean sightings (# 
individuals)

2 Dec 2003 03-12-1 Margie Morrice, Lyall 
Jaensch, Derek 
Hayman

Legs 1–9 7:10 863 Nil Blue whales 21 (30)
Sperm whales 1 (1)
Dolphins 4 (486)

4 Dec 2003 03-12-2 Margie Morrice, Lyall 
Jaensch, Derek 
Hayman

Zigzag 1 2:12 272 Nil Blue whales 2 (2)

5 Dec 2003 03-12-3 Margie Morrice, John 
Hughes, Lyall Jaensch, 
Derek Hayman

Legs 1-7 
with repeats
Focal 
whale/seism
ic obs.

7:36 921 04*, 08 Blue whales 14 (14)
Long-finned pilot whales 1 (30)

6 Dec 2003 03-12-4 Margie Morrice, John 
Hughes, Derek 
Hayman

Focal 
whale/seism
ic obs.

5:52 708 05, 07*, 03*, 
04, 01, 10

Blue whales 14 (20) include 1 calf
Dolphins 4 (260)

7 Dec 2003 03-12-5 Margie Morrice, John 
Hughes, Lyall Jaensch, 
Derek Hayman

Legs 1-8 
Focal 
whale/seism
ic obs.

6:49 830 10, 07, 03*, 
06*, 15

Blue whales 27 (39) include 2 
calves
Minke whale 1 (1)
Dolphins 2 (52)

8 Dec 2003 03-12-6a Margie Morrice, John 
Hughes, Lyall Jaensch, 
Derek Hayman

Legs 1–9 
Zigzags 1-
15

7:43 938 19, 21, 13, 17 Blue whales 38 (47)
Sperm whales 3 (3)
Dolphins 2 (18)

13 Dec 2003 03-12-8 Andrew Levings, John 
Hughes, Rob Langley, 
Derek Hayman

Legs 1-9 
Zigzags 1-
26

9:22 1173 Nil Blue whales 39 (48) include 1 
calf/juv
Sperm whales 1 (3)
Unident. Whale 1 (1)
Dolphins 7 (~400)

* - Recording terminated on these lines due to whales in the vicinity. Line 03 and part of line 06 were dropped from the survey
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Figure 2. All blue whale sightings for EPP32 December 2003
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Figure 3. Blue whale sightings for aerial surveys between 2-8 December 2003, with SST image for 8 December 2003. 
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Figure 4. Blue whale sightings for aerial survey 13 December 2003, with SST image for 14 December 2003. 
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Figure 5. B day. Numbers are referred to in text 
below. 
lue whale sightings, 8 December 2003, overlaid on SeaWifs image for the same 



Figure 6. SeaWifs image for 18 November, showing probable origins of productive water to the west and south-west of 
Kangaroo Island. This image is typical of the second half of November. 
16
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Figure 7. SeaWiFs image showing a line of productivity paralleling the continental shelf (200m isobath) to the west of the 
Bonney Upwelling and past Kangaroo Is. Blue whale sightings from two surveys are shown relative to these features.
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Figure 8. Diagrammatic representation of blue whale movements in relation to seismic vessel on 5 December 2003.
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Figure 9. Diagrammatic representation of blue whale movements in relation to seismic vessel on 6 December 2003 (1).
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Figure 10. Diagrammatic representation of blue whale movements in relation to seismic vessel on 6 December 2003 (2).
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Figure 11. Diagrammatic representation of blue whale movements in relation to seismic vessel on 7 December 2003 (1).
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Figure 12. Diagrammatic representation of blue whale movements in relation to seismic vessel on 7 December 2003 (2).
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APPENDIX 1A

AERIAL SURVEY 03-12-1, 2 December 2003 – SUMMARY

Flight summary
Observers: Margie Morrice, Lyall Jaensch (S), Derek Hayman (pilot/observer - P)
Plane: Shrike Commander, VH-LTP
Flight time: 7:10hrs

Flight pattern:
Transect legs 1 - 9 

Weather: 
The weather was generally fine with on average 8kt SSE (BSS 2-3) winds increasing to 12 kt 
SE winds (BSS-5) inshore later in the day. Cloud cover varied from nearly complete cover 
inshore with some mist to only some cloud (3/8) offshore for most of the day. It was therefore 
much better survey conditions offshore, particularly where the blue whales were sighted.

Upwelling:
Greener water was observed inshore at Leg 7, on the midshelf on Leg 8 and close to the shelf 
break on Leg 9.

Blue whale:
A total of 21 sightings with 31 individual blue whales were sighted. Six of these sightings had 
2 whales, while one had 4 whales. All whales were positioned just inshore or offshore of the 
200 m shelf break. More specifically, blue whales were sighted just offshore of the shelf break 
on Leg 2 (wpt 3) and Leg 3 (wpt 10), onshore of the shelf break on Leg 4 (wpt 12, 14, 15, 16, 
17), onshore and at the shelf break on Leg 5 (wpt 19, 20, 21, 22, 24, 25), onshore of the 
shelf break on Leg 6 (wpt 27, 29, 30, 31, 32), offshore of the shelf break (wpt 38, 40) and on 
the shelf break (wpt 42) at Leg 8.

Krill:
More surface krill was sighted further east in the survey area than west. In the west adjacent 
to the shelf break region, krill was sighted only on a few occasions, as a majority of it was 
either subsurface or deeper as whales were observed coming to the surface with full mouths of 
food. More specifically, small to medium swarms of krill were observed offshore between leg 1 
and 2 (wpt 2 – small), on the shelf break on Leg 2 (wpt 5 – small-med) and offshore on Leg 3 
(wpt 8, med). Medium to large swarms were observed onshore of the shelf break at Leg 6 
(wpt 27, 28, 33), small to large swarms on and inshore of the shelf break at Leg 8 (wpt 42, 
43), and small to medium swarms inshore of the shelf break on Leg 9 (wpt 46 for 4 minutes).

Other fauna:
One sperm whale was sighted well offshore of the shelf break in a few thousand metres of 
water between Legs 7 and 8. A number of groups of dolphins were sighted offshore at the end 
of Leg 1 (30 bottlenose, wpt 1), on the shelf on Leg 2 (~300 likely bottlenose traveling east, 
wpt 6, 7), on the shelf on Leg 4 (~150, wpt 18), and on the shelf on Leg 9 (wpt 45). Seabird 
sightings included muttonbirds (these were more brown in colour than seen in the Bonney 
Upwelling), albatross, other petrels, terns, prions and seagulls. Fish sighted at the surface 
included whitebait and mackerel schools.
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APPENDIX 1B

AERIAL SURVEY 03-12-2, 4 December 2003 – SUMMARY

Flight summary:
Observers: Margie Morrice, Lyall Jaensch (S), Derek Hayman (pilot/observer - P)
Plane: Shrike Commander, VH-LTP
Flight time: 2:12hrs (272nm)

Flight pattern:
The weather made surveying too difficult with an average BSS 5, only allowing Zigzag 1 to be 
completed, then we ran along the shelf break and headed back to Port Lincoln.

Weather: 
The weather was too rough to conduct a proper survey. Conditions were on average 17kt SSE 
winds (BSS-5) with a 2 m swell running and low cloud at 1500ft. 

Upwelling:
Some greener water was observed offshore.

Blue whales:
Two blue whales were sighted regardless of the weather. One blue whale was sighted traveling 
N surfing the swell on the very first transect in the western part of the survey, and the second 
whale was sighted much further east traveling WSW amongst medium swarms of krill.

Krill:
Many small swarms of krill were sighted just offshore of where the whale was sighted on the 
first transect (wpt 4). Small to medium swarms of krill were then seen along the shelf break 
(wpt 7, 8) and further east where the second blue whale was sighted (wpt 9, 10).

Other: 
Albatross and prions were the only birds sighted.
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APPENDIX 1C

AERIAL SURVEY 03-12-3, 5 December 2003 – SUMMARY

Flight summary:
Observers: Margie Morrice (S), John Hughes (P), Lyall Jaensch (co-pilot/observer - S), Derek 
Hayman (pilot/observer - P),
Plane: Shrike Commander, VH-LTP
Flight time: 7hrs 36min (8.15 – 15.51)

Survey pattern:
Aerial survey transects covered all programmed seismic lines from west to as far as the 
seismic vessel. A number of transects were repeated. The preliminary survey from W to E 
towards the seismic vessel was flown at 1500ft – the detailed survey from E to W, which 
included extended observations of whale behaviour, was conducted at 2000ft to avoid 
potential influence from aircraft. Focus was on the area approx 25 km inshore of the shelf 
break and 10km offshore of seismic Line 04 (line being recorded during aerial survey).

Completed Legs 2, 4, 5, 6, 7 and then flew over the seismic vessel to check its position on 
Seismic Line 04. We then proceeded to repeat Legs from this morning to determine any 
change in position and activities of marine wildlife as the seismic vessel had started Line 04 at 
7:30 hrs (soft start at 6:30 hrs) moving from southeast to northwest. We then surveyed back 
along Leg 6, then 5 (sighting 2 blue whales and krill), Leg 4, then back to repeat Leg 5 again 
in order to find first whales sighted and once had a position on these whales, we flew to the 
seismic vessel to get a position in order to measure the distance between the whales and the 
vessel. We then returned to the whales, climbing to 2000ft in order to get some observations, 
ensuring that the aircraft wasn’t disturbing the whales, and circled for 1.5hrs (12:00-13:39), 
when we then flew on to complete Leg 4 then 3, 2 and 1.

At 11:50hrs the seismic vessel (wpt 32) was 18.4km (9.9nm) and south from the closest 
visible blue whale. 

Weather: 
Weather conditions were fairly constant for the day with an average wind of 16kt 
southeasterly (BSS-4) and a moderate 1.5m SW swell. The wind dropped a little in the 
afternoon to 14kts (BSS-4). Cloud was heavy for the whole day (8/8), however it was high 
enough to allow the survey to be conducted between 1500-2000ft.

Upwelling:
No colour change was observed.

Blue whales:
A total of 14 sightings and 14 individual blue whales were sighted. During the course of the 
observations a number of individuals associated with each other and were resighted.

The first two blue whale sightings were recorded on the repeat of Leg 5 (wpt 15, 16), with one 
smaller whale ~ 500m east of the other whale. The next 2 blue whales were seen well inshore 
on the shelf on Leg 4 with one feeding a number of times on medium to large swarms of krill 
(wpt 22, 23). When we headed back to the region where we saw the first 2 whales on Leg 5, 
we came across likely resights of whales 1 and 2 as they were a smaller and larger whale 
traveling S together approx. 200m apart. We then followed these whales for approx. 1 hour 
doing observations (see below) and sighted another blue whale (wpt 41) feeding on krill close 
to these blue whales, who eventually associated together. The next blue whale sightings were 
on Leg 3 which had not been surveyed earlier in the day with three blue whales sighted close 
together, all feeding just inshore of the shelf edge (wpt 51, 52, 53). Another six blue whales 
were then sighted on the repeat of Leg 2 just inshore of the shelf break (wpt 57, 59, 60, 61, 
62), all whales were surrounded and some feeding on medium to large krill swarms. 
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Summary of blue whale distribution and observations:-
- Blue whales grouped into four locations – 3 individuals in one location, two, three and six 

in the others 
- These locations are consistent with the locations observed on Dec 2nd prior to 

commencement of seismic survey – ie approx 10 nautical miles (15km) either side of the 
shelf break

- At least one individual in each of these groups was feeding at some stage during 
observation. 

Krill:
On the second pass along Leg 5, the first confirmed medium krill swarm was surveyed 
adjacent to blue whales (wpt 15, 17) offshore of the shelf break, then medium subsurface krill 
inshore of shelf break on Leg 4 (wpt 20), and medium to large swarms well inshore on the 
shelf (wpt 23, 24) again adjacent to blue whales feeding, and a large swarm inshore again (3 
min in from 24). On the 3rd repeat of Leg 5, small to large krill swarms observed at same 
distance from shelf break as whales and krill sighted on Leg 4 (wpt 27). Returned to Leg 5 to 
observe whales seen earlier and sighted small swarms of krill (wpt 34, 38, 39, 41, 44). Repeat 
of Leg 4 found more medium swarms of krill close to previous sightings just inshore of the 
shelf break (wpt 48), then more krill in small to large swarms from the start of Leg 3 to the 
shelf break where blue whales were sighted feeding. On the repeat of Leg 2 small to large 
swarms of krill were sighted adjacent to feeding whales just inshore of the shelf break (wpt 
56, 58, 59, 61, 63) continuing further inshore for a few miles. Last krill for the day were small 
to medium swarms offshore of the shelf break (wpt 64) and then inshore of the end of Leg 1.

Other fauna:
A pod of approx. 30 long finned pilot whales (wpt 55) were sighted traveling WNW approx 
10km ahead of the seismic vessel (a pod of pilot whales were observed within the 3km zone of 
the vessel later and this led to a recording shutdown).

Other wildlife seen included albatross, fairy prion, likely terns and shearwaters.

Blue whale/seismic interactions:
- We spent approx 2 hours circling a group of 3 closest to seismic Line 04 and the operating 

seismic vessel. 
- Observations included feeding, travelling, direction of travel, blow rates and associations 

between whales.
- Initially fairly rapid travel and diving behaviour of two whales were observed. Then travel 

activity slowed and movement became focussed in one area. A third whale was observed 
feeding an hour later a few hundred metres from the first two – they then associated 
together 15-20km from the operating seismic vessel.
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APPENDIX 1D

AERIAL SURVEY 03-12-4, 6 December 2003 – SUMMARY

Flight Summary:
Observers: Margie Morrice (P+S), John Hughes (S), Derek Hayman (pilot/observer - P)
Plane: Shrike Commander, VH-LTP
Flight time: 5hrs 52min (10.05 – 15.57) – 708 nautical miles

Survey Pattern:
This aerial survey concentrated on an area where the seismic vessel was due to operate. 
Focus was on the area close to the shelf break and approx 10km north of the NW end of 
seismic Line 04 (line being recorded during aerial survey – due to fact that it had been aborted 
5 km from the NW end yesterday due to pilot whales). A preliminary survey to determine the 
location of the seismic vessel was flown at 1500ft – numerous whales were seen inshore of the 
shelf break on this part of survey. We then headed back through this area on our way to 
locate the position of the seismic vessel which was doing a line change (11:06, wpt 17) as it 
aborted Line 03 due to seeing blue whales. Specially designed transects were then run ahead 
of the survey vessel which covered Lines 03 and 04. At the commencement of soft start on 
Line 04, we planned to position the plane over the previous whale sightings inshore of the 
shelf break to record sightings and observe behaviour. The closest whales to the seismic 
vessel were located offshore of the shelf break and these three were selected for detailed 
observations. This detailed survey, which included extended observations of whale behaviour 
over 2.5 hours, was conducted at 2000-2300ft to avoid potential influence from aircraft.

The information recorded for this day includes seismic-whale distances, whale-seismic 
interactions, whale-whale interactions, whale-dolphin interactions and whale-krill interactions.

Weather: 
Mild to moderate SE winds (7-9 kts) throughout the day with a one metre SW swell and thick, 
high cloud cover.

Upwelling:
No evident signs of upwelling at the surface.

Blue whale:
A total of 14 sightings (excluding repeat sightings) and 20 individual adult blue whales and 
one calf were observed. A number of whales were sighted repeatedly when we resurveyed 
areas throughout the day.

On transit to the seismic vessel, we had 9 sightings with 12 whales that include one large calf 
(wpt 3,4,5,6,8,9,11,12,13). All were parallel and just inshore of the shelf break with most of 
them feeding amongst medium to large subsurface krill swarms. On return to the area at 
12:15hrs we resighted whales in the region, including one group of three blue whales - where 
one whale was being chased by a pod of 30 dolphins. New sightings (4) were made of 6 
whales as we traveled further southeast (wpt 29, 30, 31, 32) and most of them were feeding 
on medium to large swarms of krill. Close to the seismic vessel we sighted 3 blue whales 
traveling together amongst small to medium krill swarms. These whales were observed for 2.5 
hrs (see below), until we returned to the area inshore and saw more whales further inshore 
than in the morning feeding in medium to large swarms krill (wpt 41, 43), however these were 
likely resights. 

Krill:
Krill was first sighted on our way to the seismic vessel in small to medium swarms inshore of 
the shelf break (wpt 1). In an area further towards the shelf break where we sighted 18 
whales, there were numerous medium to large subsurface swarms of krill (wpt 9, 10, 11, 12, 
14, 29, 31, 32, 42, 43). This krill continued over the shelf break on our way to the seismic 
vessel as small to medium swarms (wpt 15, 16). After surveying the area around Lines 03 and 
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04 and heading back to the region where whales were seen inshore of the shelf, small krill 
swarms were seen on the shelf edge (wpt 23). Later in the day when surveying around the 
seismic vessel, small to medium krill swarms were scattered in a broad area where 3 blue 
whales were observed for long periods feeding (wpts 33, 34, 35, 37, 38, 39, 40). 

Other fauna:
A pod of dolphins was sighted following a blue whale (wpt 26) inshore of the shelf break, and
pods of dolphins well north of the shelf on the way back (wpt 44, 45, 46).

Other wildlife included albatross, shearwaters and a whitebait school.

Blue whale/seismic interactions:
When we first located the seismic vessel at 11:06hrs, we had already sighted numerous blue 
whales, with the closest whale (WS#2) being 13.1km (7.1nm) at 349° from the vessel. At this 
stage the seismic vessel had already started Line 03 at 9:30hrs and recorded for 3km when it 
had to close down after sighting blue whales on its starboard bow. It was then going to Line
04 to finish the last 8km which it didn’t complete the previous day. We flew over the ship 
again during transect surveys over Line 03 and 04 at 11:58hrs (wpt 21) while it was still on its 
way to Line 04. We then followed the ship and the movements of 3 blue whales for 2.5 hrs 
until the ship had completed Line 04 at approx. 14:21hrs when the distance from ship to 
whales was 5.2km (2.8nm) at 71°.

A summary of observations of whale behaviour were made during recording, soft start and line 
change.
- Majority of whales feeding in small to large krill swarms. Larger, more numerous swarms

were present inshore of shelf break.
- Movement was multi directional with individuals being observed to change direction over 

short periods of time.
- On a number of occasions pairs of whales were observed to feed on the same krill swarm.
- Defaecation by different whales was observed at least 5 times.
- 20 minutes into soft start we started circling the three closest whales to observe their 

behaviour during ramp up and active recording. Whales alternated between slow and 
medium travel in various directions (at different times) and feeding on small to medium 
krill swarms. Preliminary indications are of slow movement to the NW parallel to the vessel 
direction and then S towards the vessel while it was recording.

- No observed change in behaviour during soft start, recording and line change, including no 
rapid travel parallel or away from vessel

- 5 minutes after completion of recording on Line 04 the distance between 2 of the 3 closest
whales was approx 3 nautical miles (approx 5.5km).
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APPENDIX 1E

AERIAL SURVEY 03-12-5, 7 December 2003 – SUMMARY

Flight Summary:
Observers: Margie Morrice (P), John Hughes (S), Derek Hayman (pilot/observer), Lyall 
Jaensch (co-pilot and spotter)
Plane: Shrike Commander, VH-LTP
Flight time: 6hrs 49min (10.00 – 16.49) – approx 830 nautical miles

Survey Pattern:
This aerial survey concentrated on the area where the seismic vessel was due to operate –
which was most of the survey area due to the vessel heading back to the east along Line 06. 
It also covered a large area in the east where the vessel was likely to record in the next 24 hrs 
(Lines 15, 19 and 21).

The survey plan was to fly Leg 1 and 2 of the aerial survey pattern west of line 03, the line 
that we anticipated the Orient Explorer operating on. However, they had aborted Line 03 due 
to blue whale sightings so were in line change which had been extended due to longliner 
vessel activity near the beginning of line 06 and were expecting to commence recording line 
06 in 2 hours. We therefore continued on Legs 3 to 8, not surveying the very inshore part of 
these Legs, and then returned up Line 06 from east to west towards the vessel to determine 
its location. The entire survey had to be flown at 1500-1700ft due to scattered low cloud. We 
then located two whales that were in the path of the seismic vessel and these whales were 
observed  for 0.5 hours until a shutdown of recording was instigated on Line 06. The two 
whales continued to be observed as the vessel passed and, once the tail buoy passed them, 
the soft start procedure was initiated. We then continued over an area where whales were 
sighted on Legs 1 and 2 and also flew further west along the shelf break for 28 nautical miles 
(51km). 

Weather: 
The weather ranged from light conditions earlier in the day (BSS-2, 5kt SE, <1m SSW swell) 
and thick, high cloud. This gradually increased to 12kt SE breeze (BSS-4) and less but lower 
cloud causing us to fly for a short period at 1300ft instead of 1500ft. Later in the afternoon the 
wind dropped again to 5kt SE winds (BSS-2). 

Upwelling:
Only observation made was bluer water inshore of shelf break and once well offshore of Leg 5.

Blue whales:
A total of 27 sightings (excluding repeat sightings) and 39 individual adult blue whales plus 
two calves were recorded.

Whales were seen inshore of the shelf break on Leg 1 including a cow/calf pair feeding in small 
to large krill swarms (wpt 6, 8, 10, 11, 12). On Leg 4 three blue whales were sighted offshore 
of the shelf break adjacent to seismic Line 06. These 3 whales were then resighted on return 
to the area once the survey had been completed to Leg 8. These whales had separated being 
a few miles apart and all generally heading SE to SW and diving amongst small to medium 
swarms krill, these whales were also observed defaecating a number of times. Two of these 
whales’ close interactions with the seismic vessel can be seen below.  

On return to Leg 1 where the whales had been seen earlier inshore of the shelf break, we 
observed a total of 24 individual sightings in 13 sightings including one calf (wpt 51, 52, 53, 
54, 57, 58, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65). These were seen amongst or feeding on small to 
medium swarms krill. Blue whales continued to be sighted further NW of Leg 1 on the shelf 
break (wpt 66), offshore of the shelf break (wpt 67), and inshore of the shelf break (wpt 70, 
71, 72, 73, 74, 75, 76, 77) amongst small to large swarms of krill and some observed feeding.
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Other observations and summaries of whale behaviour:
- Majority of whales feeding in small to large krill swarms. Larger, more numerous swarms 

were present on the shelf break.
- On a number of occasions pairs of whales were observed to feed on the same krill swarm.
- Defaecation by different whales was observed at least 5 times.
- At western section of aerial survey, whales were observed heading west.

Krill:
Krill swarms observed just inshore and at the shelf break in small to large swarms (wpt 8, 9, 
10, 12, 16, 19 for 1 minute, 22 – small), 5 nm inshore of the shelf break on Leg 7 and on our 
way to seismic Line 06 (wpt 30, 32) in small scattered swarms, and then small (wpt 34) to 
medium swarms (wpt 45 – see detail of notes for other posns) in region offshore of shelf 
break where 2 blue whales were observed near seismic vessel on Line 06. As we traveled back 
to the west from the seismic ship more small swarms of krill were seen off the shelf between 
Legs 2 and 3 (wpt 50), and then small to medium swarms where we observed whales in the 
same area as earlier on the shelf on Leg 1 (wpt 51, 53, 59, 60, 61, 63, 64). Small to medium 
swarms also seen further NW inshore of the shelf break (wpt 66, 68, 73, 75 - large). 

Other fauna:
Other cetacean sightings included a minke whale (wpt 69) and two pods of dolphins (wpt 4, 
78).

Other wildlife included albatross, whitebait schools, prions and other petrels. 

Seismic ship and blue whale interactions:
We flew over the seismic ship on Leg 1 (wpt 13) when it was traveling 150°, and 5.7km 
(3.1nm) and 30° from nearest blue whale (WS#6). It had been recording Line 3 for 5km and 
aborted due to blue whales (wpt 15) and was in soft start mode for Line 06. 

We then headed back to the location where we had seen 3 blue whales to the eastern end of 
Line 06 as this is where we anticipated the seismic vessel to be traveling towards. We re-
located the 3 blue whales and the first whale, which was further NW of where it was sighted 
earlier, was 4.4km (2.4nm) and 254° from the ship. 

The next whale was close to the location where the whales had been sighted earlier and was 
just south of the path of the vessel with the whale heading away from Line 06 from SE to SW 
with no surface krill visible. At this stage the whale was 2.4km (1.3nm) at 314° from the ship, 
at which time it was decided by John Hughes to radio the ship to shutdown and standby until 
further aerial assessment. The third blue whale was sighted just north of Line 06 very close to 
the vessel in standby mode and was orientated SW to S in an area of small swarms krill, and 
then orientated NW almost parallel to the line and dived under. When we re-located the 
second whale it was orientated SW (wpt 45) close to a medium krill swarm which it fed on at 
which time it was 2.5km (1.4nm) and 106° from the ship (wpt 46). This whale then headed 
due north away from the krill swarm and towards the path of the streamers, while the third 
whale was approx. 1nm from the ship and tail buoy near a small to medium krill swarm and 
dived under. Both of the whales fed 20-30 minutes after the shutdown. Once the tail buoy had 
passed both whales, John Hughes radioed the ship to begin their softstart with both whales 
~800m from the buoy. Photos taken of whale with vessel in background and whale near tail 
buoy.
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APPENDIX 1F

AERIAL SURVEY 03-12-6, 8 December 2003 – SUMMARY

Flight Summary:
Observers: Margie Morrice (P), John Hughes (S), Derek Hayman (pilot/observer - P), Lyall 
Jaensch (co-pilot and spotter - S)
Plane: Shrike Commander, VH-LTP
Flight time: 7hrs 43min (09.58 – 17.41) – 938 nautical miles

Survey Pattern:
As the seismic vessel was operating in an area where no blue whales had been seen the 
previous day, today’s survey was an assessment of the blue whale population along the 
continental shelf covering approx 100km west of the seismic survey and approx 50km to the 
east, taking us to the western edge of the Murray Canyon system. The survey path involved a 
zig-zag pattern covering approx 10 nm either side of the shelf break as well as the 
programmed rectangular survey pattern through the seismic survey area. This included 
coverage of Legs 1 to 9 and zigzags 1 to 15.

This also facilitated checking the area ahead of the seismic vessel’s remaining lines for 
presence of krill and cetaceans. No aggregation was observed in the area and this information 
was communicated to the vessel.

A note of interest is that the Blue whale Study at Deakin University also conducted an aerial 
survey to cover a good portion of the Bonney Upwelling blue whale feeding area while 
monitoring drilling operations 60km S of Portland. Interestingly no blue whales were sighted 
on that survey.

Weather: 
Survey conditions were mostly fine with 14kt SE winds (BSS-4) and low thick cloud in the 
morning forcing the plane to fly at 1100ft. The general pattern for the rest of the day was 9kt 
SE winds (BSS-3) with a <1m SW swell and clear inshore with a thick cloudbank offshore. The 
wind dropped slightly offshore later in the day to 5kt SE (BSS-2).

Upwelling:
No clear signs of upwelling observed.

Blue whales:
A total of 38 sightings involving 47 adult blue whales were recorded (the blue calves seen on 
previous days were not sighted). The sightings were spread from the most western part 
surveyed right through to the east. The main concentrations were over a large area in the 
west and a smaller area in the east.
The first blue whale was sighted travelling NW before the first western zigzag leg (approx. 
100km west of Leg 1). The next blue whale was seen soon after on zigzag 1 travelling in a 
similar direction, and also offshore of the shelf break on zigzag 2. No whales were then seen 
until zigzag 8 amongst very large swarms krill from inshore to offshore of the shelf break (wpt 
14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22). Another 3 sightings of blue whales were made on zigzag 9 
offshore of the shelf break amongst medium to large swarms krill (wpt 25, 26, 27). Whales 
were also sighted on Leg 1 (wpt 38, 39, 40, 41) where there was no surface krill, Leg 2 
feeding on medium swarms krill (wpt 44, 45, 46, 47, 48), between Leg 2 & 3 inshore of the 
shelf break where there were some signs of large subsurface swarms krill (wpt 49). A blue 
whale was seen on Leg 3 adjacent to where the other blue whales had been seen on the 
previous legs offshore of the shelf break (wpt 50). Blue whales were then seen at the inshore 
starting point of Leg 7 feeding in large swarms krill (wpt 57, 58, 59), and offshore of the shelf 
break on Leg 8 (wpt 63), inshore at the start of zigzag 13 (wpt 70, 71, 72, 73) and zigzag 14 
(wpt 78, 80) in medium to large swarms krill. On zigzag 15 we resighted whales from 14 in 
large swarms, and again on our return to Port Lincoln.
Krill:
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Surface krill was first sighted on zigzag 8 (wpt 13), just inshore of the shelf break in very large 
swarms. These swarms continued along this leg to offshore of the shelf break (wpt 15, 16, 17, 
18, 19, 21, 22) until the end of the leg, and then again in medium to large swarms offshore of 
the shelf break on zigzag 9 (wpt 24, 25, 26, 27). Small scattered krill swarms were seen on 
the shelf break on zigzag 10 (wpt 31), and 11 (wpt 35), and very small krill swarms were seen 
offshore of the shelf break on Leg 1 south of where blue whales were observed at the surface 
traveling (sth wpt 41). Medium swarms of krill were observed on Leg 2 (wpt 43) where there 
were blue whales feeding and just inshore of this area. Between Legs 2 & 3 we could pick up 
some signs that there was possibly large subsurface krill swarms in the vicinity of a blue whale 
(wpt 49) with small surface and small to medium subsurface swarms closer to the start of Leg
3. No krill was seen until inshore of the shelf break on Leg 4 from small isolated swarms to 
medium continuous swarms which became subsurface near the end of this leg (wpt 51 on). On 
Leg 5 small swarms of krill were offshore of the shelf break (wpt 52), no krill was seen on Leg 
6, and then medium to large swarms of krill were observed around whales as we turned to 
start Leg 7 (wpt 56, 58, 59), reducing to small swarms near the offshore end of Leg 7. Small 
to medium with some subsurface swarms were again inshore near the end of Leg 8 (wpt 64, 
65), Leg 9 (wpt 67 for 5 minutes) and zigzag 12 (wpt 68 for 3 minutes). These extended to 
medium to large swarms on zigzag 13 (wpt 70, 71, 72, 74) to small swarms on the shelf, and 
along zigzag 14 (wpt 78, 80).  On zigzag 15 swarms moved from medium to large inshore to 
small to medium subsurface swarms offshore (wpt 82), and then more patches on our return 
to Port Lincoln (wpt 84, 85, 86, 87, 88). 

Other fauna:
Other cetacean sightings included 3 individual sperm whales in the same general area 
approximately 8 nm offshore of the shelf break (wpt 32, 33, 42); and two pods of dolphins, 
one inshore of the shelf break on zigzag 10 (wpt 29) and the other offshore on zigzag 13 (wpt 
75). 

Other wildlife included baitfish, prions, albatross, gulls, shearwaters and gannets. 

Seismic Vessel:
We flew near the seismic vessel at the end of Leg 5 (which we cut short) and headed for Leg 6 
so that we could get the vessel’s position (wpt 55). The vessel was traveling NE on Line 13 
which it had started 2 hours previously. 

Other: 
As the weather was forecast to deteriorate during the following day (SW change) no 
further surveys were planned. The vessel was expected to complete the survey early 
tomorrow afternoon.
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APPENDIX 1G

AERIAL SURVEY 03-12-8, 13 December 2003 – SUMMARY

Flight Summary:
Observers: Andrew Levings (DUBWS), John Hughes, Derek Hayman (pilot), Rob Langley 
(PIRSA).
Plane: Shrike Commander, VH-LTP
Flight time: 9hrs 22min (09.10 – 18.32) – 1173 nautical miles

Survey Pattern:
Today’s survey was an assessment of the blue whale population along the continental shelf 
covering approx 100km west of the seismic survey and approx 150km to the east, taking us 
well past the Murray Canyon system and almost to Kingston. The survey path involved a zig-
zag pattern covering approx 8 nm either side of the shelf break as well as the programmed 
rectangular survey pattern through the seismic survey area. This also facilitated checking the 
seismic survey area 4 days after completion of the survey. The survey pattern was similar to 
the last one on the 8th December where zigzag legs were surveyed to the west from 1 to 11, 
then the rectangular survey pattern was followed from Legs 1 to 9, and continued to zigzags 
12 to 15, extending to zigzag 26.

Weather: 
The weather remained stable for the survey with a 7kt SW wind (BSS-2), 3m SW swell and 
thick broken cloud that meant the plane had to survey around 1200ft.

Upwelling:
Blue water was seen throughout most of the survey legs to the west.

Blue whales:
A total of 39 sightings involving 48 adult blue whales were recorded (only one of the juvenile 
blues seen last weekend was sighted). The sightings were spread from the most western part 
surveyed right through to the east. The main concentrations were seen to the east of the 
seismic area. There was also a concentration in the centre of the seismic area (same area as 
the main concentration on 2nd December). There was little surface krill in the western two 
thirds of the aerial survey area despite blue whales being present. Significant surface 
concentrations of krill were seen in the very east but no whales were associated with these. 
Blue whales were also noted in areas where surface krill was not apparent. It is very likely that 
subsurface krill was present as blue whale feeding lunges were observed just beneath the 
surface in these areas.

More specifically, 4 whales were seen on zigzag 2 (wpt 5, 6, 8), 3 on zigzag 3 (wpt 10,11), 1 
on zigzag 7 (wpt 16), 2 on zigzag 8 (wpt 18, 19), 4 on zigzag 9 (wpt 21,22,23,24), 1 on 
zigzag 10 (wpt 27), 1 on Leg 3 (wpt 36), 5 on Leg 5 (wpt 43, 44), 1 on Leg 6 offshore and on 
the shelf break. For these whales only the whales on Leg 5 were amongst krill and feeding. 
Three more whales were observed on Leg 8 inshore of the shelf break (wpt 52, 53, 54), 5 
whales on zigzag 16 (wpt 63, 64, 66), and 4 whales on zigzag 19 on the shelf break (wpt 71, 
72) in medium to large krill swarms. 2 whales on zigzag 20 (wpt 75, 76) and 5 whales on 
zigzag 21 (wpt 78, 79, 80, 81) were inshore of the shelf break in small to medium swarms 
krill. Further east still blue whales were sighted on and inshore of the shelf break on zigzag 22 
(wpt 84, 85) and 24 (wpt 91, 93, 94, 96, 97).

Krill:
The first surface krill wasn’t sighted until Leg 5 where 4 blue whales were feeding offshore of 
the shelf break (wpt 44). No krill was then seen until medium to large surface swarms at the 
turn between zigzags 18 to 19 and then along 19 (wpt 69, 70), as well as on and inshore of 
the shelf break on zigzag 20 (wpt 74, 76) and 21 (wpt 81, 82). Medium to large swarms were 
sighted further east amongst feeding blue whales, again on and inshore of the shelf break on 
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zigzag 22 (wpt 84, 85), 23 (wpt 87, 88, 89), 24 (wpt 92, 97), 25 (wpt 99, 101) and 26 (wpt 
103, 104, 105, 106).

Other fauna:
Other cetacean sightings included a pod of 3 sperm whales on Leg 1 (in the same general area 
as the three individuals seen on the 8th) approximately 8 nm offshore of the shelf break (wpt 
31), an unidentified whale (wpt 89) and seven pods of dolphins (wpt 29, 39, 41, 58, 77, 81, 
100).

Seabirds sighted included shearwaters, prions and albatross.

Other: 
This was the first opportunity to fly the area following the SW change that swept through the 
area the day after completion of the seismic survey. A blue whale and the sperm whales were 
sighted near the lines (03 and part of 06) that were dropped.
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APPENDIX 2

Summary of blue whale sightings from aerial surveys, 2 – 13 December 2003

Date Time 
(CSST)

Survey 
Number

Position On/
off
effort

# whales 
in 
sighting

Depth Activity/other notes Distance 
& bearing 
from 
seismic 
vessel

Vessel 
activity

Whale 
survey 
sighting 
# 
(resight)

2-Dec-03 10:42 03-12-1 35°39.2’S 135°11.4’E on 1 900 Travel NE and dived, medium 
whale

N/A In transit 1

2-Dec-03 11:34 03-12-1 35°41.6’S 135°16.8’E on 1 850 Travel NW - medium krill N/A In transit 2
2-Dec-03 11:56 03-12-1 35°40.3’S 135°25.6’E on 2 175 Travel NW, ~ 200m apart N/A In transit 3
2-Dec-03 12:06 03-12-1 35°40.2’S 135°30.8’E on 1 150 N/A In transit 4
2-Dec-03 12:07 03-12-1 35°41.3’S 135°31.1’E on 1 160 Travel SSW N/A In transit 5
2-Dec-03 12:11 03-12-1 35°40.8’S 135°31.1’E on 1 150 Travel NE N/A In transit 6
2-Dec-03 12:13 03-12-1 35°38.6’S 135°31.5’E on 1 150 Travel WNW N/A In transit 7
2-Dec-03 12:54 03-12-1 35°43.1’S 135°36.4’E on 1 150 Travel SW and then changed 

direction to feed at surface
N/A In transit 8

2-Dec-03 12:56 03-12-1 35°44.0’S 135°35.6’E on 1 160 separate from WS#8 by 1km N/A In transit 9
2-Dec-03 12:59 03-12-1 35°45.6’S 135°35.6’E on 2 170 Feeding ~ 500m apart N/A In transit 10
2-Dec-03 13:01 03-12-1 35°44.6’S 135°34.3’E on 1 175 Defaecated N/A In transit 11
2-Dec-03 13:04 03-12-1 35°46.5’S 135°33.2’E on 2 180 Whales 100m apart N/A In transit 12
2-Dec-03 13:05 03-12-1 35°47.3’S 135°32.8’E on 2 200 Whales 400m apart, one travel 

SE, other W, medium and large 
size

N/A In transit 13

2-Dec-03 13:42 03-12-1 35°47.6’S 135°38.8’E on 2 160 Feeding ~ 30m apart and 
slipping under, one defaecated, 
med-large subsurface krill

N/A In transit 14

2-Dec-03 13:49 03-12-1 35°45.1’S 135°44.5’E on 2 140 Near large krill N/A In transit 15
2-Dec-03 13:50 03-12-1 35°45.6’S 135°43.6’E on 1 140 N/A In transit 16
2-Dec-03 13:51 03-12-1 35°44.1’S 135°43.7’E on 4 140 4 whales travel together NNE ~ 

100m apart, at least 2 seen 
feeding

N/A In transit 17

2-Dec-03 13:54 03-12-1 35°43.9’S 135°41.1’E on 1 140 Travel NE N/A In transit 18
2-Dec-03 15:06 03-12-1 36°05.2’S 135°41.5’E on 1 625 Travel SE N/A In transit 19
2-Dec-03 15:08 03-12-1 36°04.3’S 135°43.0’E on 1 500 Travel SE N/A In transit 20
2-Dec-03 15:12 03-12-1 36°00.7’S 135°46.1’E on 1 190 Near med-large krill N/A In transit 21
4-Dec-03 11:15 03-12-2 35°10.6’S 134°29.1’E on 1 180 Travel N, whale surfing swell, 

fairy prion feeding
334.6 @ 
306°

In transit 1

4-Dec-03 12:08 03-12-2 35°45.3’S 135°33.7’E off 1 180 Travel WSW and dived under 
medium krill

200.6 @ 
309°

In transit 2
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5-Dec-03 10:38 03-12-3 35°48.1’S 135°29.8’E on 1 550 Travel NNW slowly following 
swell, medium krill, then travel 
W, close to other smaller whale

26.7 @ 
349°

Online 1

5-Dec-03 10:40 03-12-3 35°48.5’S 135°29.0’E on 1 750 Travel SE slowly ~ 500m E of 
WS#1, smaller than other 
whale.

26.0 @ 
346°

Online 2

5-Dec-03 11:03 03-12-3 35°36.7’S 135°31.3’E on 1 150 Adjacent to WS#4 44.3  @ 
359°

Online 3

5-Dec-03 11:04 03-12-3 35°36.2’S 135°32.2’E on 1 150 Fed at surface heading NW and 
then fed twice again on side at 
surface, med-large krill, prions 
feeding

45.0 @ 1° Online 4

5-Dec-03 11:34  
to 
13:14

03-12-3 See appendix 6A for 
details

off Behavior of whales 1, 2 & 5 
monitored for 100 minutes 
while vessel continued in 
recording mode. Closest 
distance to the vessel whilst 
recording was 12.3 km.

5-Dec-03 12:56 03-12-3 35°46.7’S 135°27.7’E on 1 500 Whale feeding close to 
WS#1+2

14.1 @ 21° Online 5

5-Dec-03 14:06 03-12-3 35°38.5’S 135°23.5’E on 1 160 Three whales within 1nm and 
then joined up. All feeding

21.1 @ 16° Online 6

5-Dec-03 14:08 03-12-3 35°39.3’S 135°22.8’E on 1 180 Three whales within 1nm and 
then joined up. All feeding

19.2 @ 15° Online 7

5-Dec-03 14:10 03-12-3 35°39.0’S 135°24.1’E on 1 160 Three whales within 1nm and 
then joined up. All feeding

20.2 @ 21° Online 8

5-Dec-03 14:40 03-12-3 35°34.9’S 135°14.1’E on 1 150 Travel SW 23.5 @ 
348°

Online 9

5-Dec-03 14:41 03-12-3 35°36.0’S 135°15.3’E on 1 150 Travel SE, many medium krill 
700m apart

21.0 @ 
352°

Online 10

5-Dec-03 14:44 03-12-3 35°35.3’S 135°14.9’E on 1 150 Feeding on large krill 22.0 @ 
352°

Online 11

5-Dec-03 14:46 03-12-3 35°35.5’S 135°13.7’E on 1 150 Travel NE 21.8 @ 
347°

Online 12

5-Dec-03 14:46 03-12-3 35°35.5’S 135°13.7’E on 1 150 Travel NE 21.8 @ 
347°

Online 13

5-Dec-03 14:46 03-12-3 35°34.5’S 135°14.6’E on 1 140 Dived under 23.3 @ 
351°

Online 14

6-Dec-03 10:40 03-12-4 35°31.4’S 135°14.4’E off 2 C/C 130 Blue whale adult with large calf 
travelling NNE

11.8 @ 13° Offline 1

6-Dec-03 10:42 03-12-4 35°32.3’S 135°13.5’E off 2 140 Travel NE, possible resight 10.0 @ 
358°

Offline 2

6-Dec-03 10:43 03-12-4 35°32.2’S 135°11.9’E off 1 140 Dived under, possible resight 10.7 @ Offline 3
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345°
6-Dec-03 10:45 03-12-4 35°31.9’S 135°13.9’E off 1 140 11.1 @ 1° Offline 4
6-Dec-03 10:48 03-12-4 35°32.2’S 135°10.8’E off 1 140 Travel SE, and defaecated, 

possible resight
12.0 @ 
337°

Offline 5

6-Dec-03 10:50 03-12-4 35°31.6’S 135°11.0’E off 1 140 Approx. 1nm from WS#5 and 
dived under, feeding on med-
large subsurface krill, possible 
resight 

13.1 @ 
340°

Offline 6

6-Dec-03 10:54 03-12-4 35°29.7’S 135°08.6’E off 2 140 Both fed in large krill swarms 
coming up underneath surface

18.4 @ 
333°

Offline 7

6-Dec-03 10:56 03-12-4 35°29.7’S 135°07.8’E off 1 140 Underwater, 700m SW of 
WS#7 in large krill 

19.2 @ 
330°

Offline 8

6-Dec-03 10:57 03-12-4 35°31.1’S 135°07.2’E off 1 140 No krill visible 17.7 @ 
323°

Offline 9

6-Dec-03 12:30 03-12-4 35°32.2’S 135°15.0’E off 2 140 2 blue whales travel SE and NE 
with one whale feeding in large 
krill, ~100m apart, possible 
resight of #1, 2 or 4.

24.6 @ 
356°

Soft Start 
~ 42%

10 
(resight)

6-Dec-03 12:33 03-12-4 35°33.7’S 135°16.4’E off 1 140 travel W 21.8 @ 2° Soft Start 
~ 47%

11

6-Dec-03 12:34 03-12-4 35°33.4’S 135°14.8’E off 2 140 ~ 20m apart with 1 feeding on 
med-large krill

22.4 @ 
356°

Soft Start 
~ 48%

12

6-Dec-03 12:35 03-12-4 35°34.7’S 135°16.3’E off 1 140 Medium sized whale travel W 
and fed on RHS in medium krill 
5m underwater

19.9 @ 3° Soft Start 
~ 50%

13

6-Dec-03 12:41 03-12-4 35°37.9’S 135°13.1’E off 3 900 3 whales observed feeding for 
2.5 hrs

13.9 @ 
347°

Soft Start 
~ 60%

14

6-Dec-03 12:41  
to 
15:09

03-12-4 See appendix 6B for 
details

off Behavior of whales 14(2) & 14
(3) monitored for 148 minutes 
while vessel continued in 
recording mode. Closest 
distance to the vessel whilst 
recording was 4.9 km.

7-Dec-03 10:41 03-12-5 35°33.4’S 135°09.4’E on 1 160 Whale fed 10m underwater 9.0 @ 56° Soft Start 
~ 14%

1

7-Dec-03 10:42 03-12-5 35°34.0’S 135°11.0’E on 2 C/C 160 Cow/calf pair amongst small to 
medium krill, adult fed

10.7 @ 68° Soft Start 
~ 15%

2

7-Dec-03 10:45 03-12-5 35°33.3’S 135°10.4’E on 1 160 Whale fed amongst small krill 10.9 @ 58° Soft Start 
~ 19%

3

7-Dec-03 10:49 03-12-5 35°33.7’S 135°07.1’E on 2 190 One large and one small whale 
- possible cow/calf

7.1 @ 38° Soft Start 
~26%

4

7-Dec-03 10:49 03-12-5 35°33.7’S 135°07.1’E on 1 190 very close to WS#4 7.1 @ 38° Soft Start 
~26%

5
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7-Dec-03 10:49 03-12-5 35°34.2’S 135°06.1’E on 1 190 5.4 @ 32° Soft Start 
~26%

6

7-Dec-03 11:36 03-12-5 35°44.9’S 135°22.8’E on 3 700 Travelling NW slowly, 2 close 
together, one large, one 
smaller, one 300m to south, 
resighted later

24.6 @ 
118°

Soft Start 
~ 88%

7

7-Dec-03 13:32  
to 
15:14

03-12-5 See appendix 6C for 
details

off Behavior of whales 7(1), 7(2) 
& 7(3) monitored for 102 
minutes while vessel continued 
in recording mode. Closest 
distance to the vessel whilst 
recording was 1.6 km.

7-Dec-03 15:24 03-12-5 35°39.8’S 135°16.3’E off 3 800 Travel SE 22.2 @ 
304°

Soft Start 
~ 57%

10

7-Dec-03 15:24 03-12-5 35°34.6’S 135°10.2’E off 1 175 35.3 @ 
308°

Soft Start 
~ 57%

11

7-Dec-03 15:25 03-12-5 35°34.5’S 135°08.9’E off 2 180 One whale head ENE and one 
WSW in medium swarms, with 
~ 30 shearwaters

37.2 @ 
307°

Soft Start 
~ 58%

12

7-Dec-03 15:27 03-12-5 35°34.4’S 135°08.5’E off 2 C/C 180 likely resight of WS# 2 38.0 @ 
306°

Soft Start 
~ 62%

13 
(resight)

7-Dec-03 15:32 03-12-5 35°35.0’S 135°06.0’E off 1 550 Travel ENE, likely resight of 
WS#11 or 12

41.2 @ 
302°

Soft Start 
~ 70%

14 
(resight)

7-Dec-03 15:33 03-12-5 35°35.7’S 135°06.3’E off 1 550 40.3 @ 
300°

Soft Start 
~ 72%

15

7-Dec-03 15:33 03-12-5 35°35.3’S 135°06.7’E off 1 500 Near medium krill 40.1 @ 
302°

Soft Start 
~ 72 %

16

7-Dec-03 15:35 03-12-5 35°35.7’S 135°06.7’E off 1 600 Near medium krill, travel ESE 40.0 @ 
301°

Soft Start 
~ 75%

17

7-Dec-03 15:36 03-12-5 35°36.6’S 135°07.9’E off 3 450 Travel SE ~ 50m apart in small 
to medium krill

37.8 @ 
300°

Soft Start
~ 77%

18

7-Dec-03 15:39 03-12-5 35°34.1’S 135°09.8’E off 2 160 One head NW and one SE ~ 
100m apart, likely resight of 
WS# 6 or 10

38.4 @ 
308°

Soft Start 
~ 82%

19 
(resight)

7-Dec-03 15:40 03-12-5 35°35.2’S 135°09.9’E off 4 200 Travel SE ~ 150m apart and 
heading for medium to large 
krill

37.2 @ 
306°

Soft Start 
~ 83%

20

7-Dec-03 15:44 03-12-5 35°33.8’S 135°05.6’E off 1 375 Near small to medium swarms, 
likely resight of WS#11 or 12

44.7 @ 
303°

Soft Start 
~ 90%

21 
(resight)

7-Dec-03 15:45 03-12-5 35°33.6’S 135°06.0’E off 2 C/C 270 Likely resights of WS# 11 or 
12, is a cow calf

44.4 @ 
304°

Soft Start 
~ 92%

22 
(resight)

7-Dec-03 15:46 03-12-5 35°32.8 135°03.7’E off 1 325 Travel SE around small to 
medium krill

48.3 @ 
303°

Soft Start 
~ 93%

23
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7-Dec-03 15:50 03-12-5 35°32.9’S 134°58.5’E off 1 650 Travel NW 55.3 @ 
299°

Online 24

7-Dec-03 15:58 03-12-5 35°26.4’S 134°53.4’E off 1 180 Travel NW 69.3 @ 
304°

Online 25

7-Dec-03 15:59 03-12-5 35°25.7’S 134°54.6’E off 1 180 68.8 @ 
306°

Online 26

7-Dec-03 16:01 03-12-5 35°25.2’S 134°51.8’E off 1 180 73.0 @ 
304°

Online 27

7-Dec-03 16:02 03-12-5 35°23.6’S 134°52.8’E off 1 180 Near large krill 73.7 @ 
307°

Online 28

7-Dec-03 16:03 03-12-5 35°23.4’S 134°51.9’E off 1 180 In large swarm feeding 75.1 @ 
307°

Online 29

7-Dec-03 16:05 03-12-5 35°22.8’S 134°52.4’E off 3 180 2 adults and a yearling in 
medium krill

75.5 
@308°

Online 30

7-Dec-03 16:11 03-12-5 35°20.0’S 134°43.9’E off 1 180 Travel NW 89.8 @ 
305°

Online 31

7-Dec-03 16:12 03-12-5 35°18.9’S 134°42.7’E off 1 180 Heading SE 92.6 @ 
305°

Online 32

8-Dec-03 10:48 03-12-6a 35°03.1’S 134°01.8’E off 1 420 Travel NNW, dived under 166.7 @ 
319°

Soft Start 
~ 18%

1

8-Dec-03 10:54 03-12-6a 35°03.1’S 134°03.4’E on 1 500 Travel NW 168.0 @ 
318°

Soft Start 
~ 28%

2

8-Dec-03 11:06 03-12-6a 35°09.1’S 134°15.0’E on 1 700 Travel NE 149.0 @ 
320°

Soft Start 
~ 48%

3

8-Dec-03 11:44 03-12-6a 35°19.4’S 134°42.6’E on 1 180 Whale defaecated very near 
large krill and this whale

106.9 @ 
328°

Soft Start 
100%

4

8-Dec-03 11:44 03-12-6a 35°19.0’S 134°42.0’E on 1 180 In krill feeding 107.6 @ 
328°

Soft Start 
100%

5

8-Dec-03 11:45 03-12-6a 35°19.5’S 134°41.5’E on 1 180 Underwater feeding in large 
krill

107.6 @ 
327°

Soft Start 
100%

6

8-Dec-03 11:46 03-12-6a 35°20.2’S 134°40.9’E on 3 180 In large swarm feeding ~ 
200m apart

106.9 @ 
327°

Soft Start 
100%

7

8-Dec-03 11:49 03-12-6a 35°20.8’S 134°41.3’E on 1 180 In medium krill feeding 105.4 @ 
326°

Soft Start 
100%

8

8-Dec-03 11:50 03-12-6a 35°22.5’S 134°41.9’E on 1 370 Around large krill 102.2 @ 
326°

Soft Start 
100%

9

8-Dec-03 11:51 03-12-6a 35°22.5’S 134°40.3’E on 1 500 103.5 @ 
325°

Soft Start 
100%

10

8-Dec-03 11:52 03-12-6a 35°23.2’S 134°41.2’E on 1 550 Travel NW, near very large krill 101.6 @ 
325°

Soft Start 
100%

11

8-Dec-03 11:53 03-12-6a 35°23.3’S 134°41.0’E on 2 600 Heading into very large krill ~ 
100m apart

101.5 @ 
324°

Soft Start 
100%

12

8-Dec-03 12:01 03-12-6a 35°24.1’S 134°45.1’E on 2 270 Travel NE and dive underwater 96.2 @ Online 13
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in med-large krill 326°
8-Dec-03 12:02 03-12-6a 35°24.0’S 134°43.5’E on 2 430 ~ 150m apart in med-large 

krill
97.6 @ 
325°

Online 14

8-Dec-03 12:05 03-12-6a 35°25.0’S 134°42.8’E on 1 700 Near medium krill 96.5 @ 
324°

Online 15

8-Dec-03 12:15 03-12-6a 35°26.7’S 134°54.6’E on 1 170 Travel SE to SW 83.6 @ 
331°

Online 16

8-Dec-03 12:28 03-12-6a 35°33.0’S 135°00.5’E on 1 650 Travel NW, in small krill 68.0 @ 
333°

Online 17

8-Dec-03 12:39 03-12-6a 35°36.0’S 135°06.6’E on 2 600 Travel NW 58.0 @ 
336°

Online 18

8-Dec-03 12:40 03-12-6a 35°36.0’S 135°07.6’E on 1 350 Travel SE 57.3 2 
338°

Online 19

8-Dec-03 12:42 03-12-6a 35°34.7’S 135°04.6’E on 1 700 Travel SE 61.2 @ 
334°

Online 20

8-Dec-03 12:45 03-12-6a 35°35.4’S 135°06.7’E on 1 500 Travel NE 58.4 @ 
336°

Online 21

8-Dec-03 12:59 03-12-6a 35°38.3’S 135°13.4’E on 1 800 Feeding on medium krill 48.4 @ 
343°

Online 22

8-Dec-03 13:00 03-12-6a 35°38.5’S 135°12.5’E on 1 800 Travel NNE, ~ 400m apart 
from WS#22, near small-med 
krill

48.3 @ 
341°

Online 23

8-Dec-03 13:03 03-12-6a 35°39.2’S 135°13.6’E on 1 800 Travel NE 46.2 @ 
342°

Online 24

8-Dec-03 13:03 03-12-6a 35°38.8’S 135°14.0’E on 1 750 Feeding on medium krill, head 
SW

46.7 @ 
343°

Online 25

8-Dec-03 13:05 03-12-6a 35°40.2’S 135°14.6’E on 1 820 Dived under & feeding on 
medium krill 

43.8 @ 
343°

Online 26

8-Dec-03 13:12 03-12-6a 35°33.7’S 135°20.8’E off 1 140 Travel W and could possibly 
see large subsurface krill

53.1 @ 
355°

Online 27

8-Dec-03 13:19 03-12-6a 35°40.3’S 135°19.5’E on 1 730 Travel SE 40.3 @ 
351°

Online 28

8-Dec-03 14:22 03-12-6a 35°48.0’S 135°52.7’E on 1 130 Travel WSW 43.0 @ 66° Online 29
8-Dec-03 14:23 03-12-6a 35°47.9’S 135°53.7’E on 1 130 Feeding and then travel WNW 44.4 @ 67° Online 30
8-Dec-03 14:25 03-12-6a 35°47.8’S 135°51.8’E on 1 130 Travel SE towards medium krill 41.7 @ 66° Online 31
8-Dec-03 14:49 03-12-6a 36°02.8’S 135°41.6’E on 1 470 Travel NE steadily 25.1 @ 

123°
Online 32

8-Dec-03 15:38 03-12-6a 36°07.0’S 136°02.5’E on 2 140 Travel NW in med to large krill 56.7 @ 
120°

Online 33

8-Dec-03 15:42 03-12-6a 36°05.7’S 136°02.6’E on 1 140 Underwater in large krill 55.7 @ 
118°

Online 34

8-Dec-03 15:46 03-12-6a 36°04.1’S 136°02.2’E on 1 140 Dived under near large krill 53.9 @ 
116°

Online 35
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8-Dec-03 15:49 03-12-6a 36°06.5’S 136°02.3’E on 2 140 Feeding in med to large 
swarms, ~ 200m apart

56.1 @ 
121°

Online 36

8-Dec-03 16:17 03-12-6a 36°18.4’S 136°22.4’E on 2 130 Feeding on large krill, ~ 200m 
apart

93.9 @ 
126°

Online 37

8-Dec-03 16:23 03-12-6a 36°18.7’S 136°25.7’E on 1 130 Feeding on medium krill and 
head E

98.5 @ 
125°

Online 38

13-Dec-03 10:10 03-12-8 35°07.5’S 134°10.9’E on 1 750 N/A N/A 1
13-Dec-03 10:10 03-12-8 35°07.5’S 134°10.9’E on 1 750 N/A N/A 2
13-Dec-03 10:11 03-12-8 35°07.0’S 134°10.2’E on 1 700 Travel NE N/A N/A 3
13-Dec-03 10:17 03-12-8 35°11.7’S 134°10.9’E on 1 1130 Travel W slowly N/A N/A 4
13-Dec-03 10:25 03-12-8 35°09.0’S 134°18.4’E on 2 470 Travel WNW N/A N/A 5
13-Dec-03 10:28 03-12-8 35°08.9’S 134°20.0’E on 1 370 Travel WNW, ~300m behind 

WS#5
N/A N/A 6

13-Dec-03 10:47 03-12-8 35°18.8’S 134°36.9’E on 1 350 Travel SE, large whale N/A N/A 7
13-Dec-03 10:55 03-12-8 35°23.0’S 134°42.4’E on 1 360 Travel N then SW N/A N/A 8
13-Dec-03 10:58 03-12-8 35°25.0’S 134°42.0’E on 1 750 Travel ENE N/A N/A 9
13-Dec-03 11:01 03-12-8 35°25.0’S 134°47.5’E on 1 (likely) 200 Travel NE, likely blue whale N/A N/A 10
13-Dec-03 11:02 03-12-8 35°26.2’S 134°48.2’E on 1 290 Travel ENE N/A N/A 11
13-Dec-03 11:05 03-12-8 35°28.2’S 134°49.1’E on 1 525 Travel NW N/A N/A 12
13-Dec-03 11:06 03-12-8 35°28.6’S 134°50.5’E on 1 475 N/A N/A 13
13-Dec-03 11:17 03-12-8 35°31.7’S 134°57.7’E on 1 520 Travel NE N/A N/A 14
13-Dec-03 11:59 03-12-8 35°44.3’S 135°20.2’E on 1 750 Travel SW N/A N/A 15
13-Dec-03 12:30 03-12-8 35°49.3’S 135°28.7’E on 1 720 Travel NE N/A N/A 16
13-Dec-03 12:31 03-12-8 35°49.0’S 135°27.3’E on 4 740 Feeding on krill, 3 larger & 1 

smaller
N/A N/A 17

13-Dec-03 12:50 03-12-8 35°54.1’S 135°34.5’E on 1 770 Travel NW N/A N/A 18
13-Dec-03 13:20 03-12-8 35°57.5’S 135°47.5’E on 1 160 Travel SW N/A N/A 19
13-Dec-03 13:23 03-12-8 35°58.3’S 135°47.5’E on 1 160 N/A N/A 20
13-Dec-03 13:25 03-12-8 35°58.5’S 135°47.2’E on 1 160 N/A N/A 21
13-Dec-03 14:39 03-12-8 36°28.6’S 136°34.9’E on 1 150 N/A N/A 22
13-Dec-03 14:40 03-12-8 36°27.6’S 136°36.0’E on 3 140 Likely feeding just below 

surface
N/A N/A 23

13-Dec-03 14:41 03-12-8 36°27.0’S 136°35.8’E on 1 140 N/A N/A 24
13-Dec-03 15:15 03-12-8 36°38.3’S 136°59.6’E on 1 500 N/A N/A 25
13-Dec-03 15:17 03-12-8 36°38.0’S 137°00.5’E on 3 500 N/A N/A 26
13-Dec-03 15:30 03-12-8 36°41.6’S 137°09.9’E on 1 150* N/A N/A 27
13-Dec-03 15:34 03-12-8 36°39.6’S 137°16.3’E on 1 160* Feeding in small to medium 

swarms and head N
N/A N/A 28

13-Dec-03 15:45 03-12-8 36°44.2’S 137°25.1’E on 2 160* N/A N/A 29
13-Dec-03 15:49 03-12-8 36°44.4’S 137°22.4’E on 1 160* Travel NE N/A N/A 30
13-Dec-03 15:51 03-12-8 36°45.0’S 137°22.8’E on 1 160* Travel SW N/A N/A 31
13-Dec-03 15:52 03-12-8 36°45.0’S 137°24.6’E on 1 160* small krill N/A N/A 32
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13-Dec-03 16:04 03-12-8 36°53.0’S 137°31.1’E on 1 200* N/A N/A 33
13-Dec-03 16:06 03-12-8 36°52.7’S 137°30.8’E on 1 200* Feeding on large rill N/A N/A 34
13-Dec-03 16:31 03-12-8 37°02.8’S 137°49.6’E on 1 200* Near medium to large krill N/A N/A 35
13-Dec-03 16:34 03-12-8 37°02.2’S 137°55.6’E on 1 180* Travel N N/A N/A 36
13-Dec-03 16:36 03-12-8 37°02.6’S 137°56.4’E on 1 200* N/A N/A 37
13-Dec-03 16:38 03-12-8 37°01.7’S 137°55.8’E on 1 200* N/A N/A 38
13-Dec-03 16:40 03-12-8 36°59.7’S 137°59.0’E on 1 150* Feeding in large krill N/A N/A 39
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APPENDIX 3

Summary of other cetacean sightings from aerial surveys, 2 – 13 December 2003

Date Time 
(CSST)

Survey 
Number

Species Position # 
whales 
in 
sighting

Depth Activity/other 
notes

Distance 
& 
bearing 
from 
seismic 
vessel

Vessel 
activity

2-Dec-03 10:25 03-12-1 Tursiops truncates 
(Bottlenose dolphin)

35°39.2’S 135°01.5’E 30 1000 N/A N/A

2-Dec-03 10:55 03-12-1 Likely T. truncates
(Bottlenose dolphin)

35°23.6’S 135°28.6’E 300 125 possible mix of 
common and 
bottlenose 
dolphins, travel E

N/A N/A

2-Dec-03 12:22 03-12-1 Dolphins 35°30.4’S 135°39.3’E 150 125 travel ENE N/A N/A
2-Dec-03 14:52 03-12-1 Physter macrocephalus 

(sperm whale)
36°18.6’S 135°22.7’E 1 3000 N/A N/A

2-Dec-03 15:50 03-12-1 Dolphins 35°52.4’S 136°04.9’E 6 130 Travel SW N/A N/A
5-Dec-03 14:24 03-12-3 Globicephala melas

(long-finned pilot whale)
35°42.6’S 135°17.6’E 30 900 Travel SSW 10.7 @ 

353°
Online

6-Dec-03 12:20 03-12-4 Dolphins 35°32.4’S 135°11.4’E 30 150 Chasing a blue 
whale, whale 
changing direction 
with dolphins 
rapidly following

24.6 @ 
340°

Soft Start ~ 
25%

6-Dec-03 15:30 03-12-4 Dolphins 35°19.1’S 135°20.1’E 25 130 Travel SW 48.3 @ 
23°

Offline

6-Dec-03 15:32 03-12-4 Dolphins 35°13.4’S 135°24.9’E 5 120 Travel NW 61.1 @ 
25°

Offline

6-Dec-03 15:39 03-12-4 Dolphins 35°01.4’S 135°36.4’E 200 100 Travel S then SE, 
very small 
dolphins

89.7 @ 
29°

Offline

7-Dec-03 10:28 03-12-5 Dolphins/seals 35°19.0’S 135°20.6’E 15 130 38.5 @ 
36°

Offline

7-Dec-03 10:39 03-12-5 Dolphins 35°30.1’S 135°10.7’E 32 140 Travel E 14.2 @ 
40°

Soft Start ~ 
10%

7-Dec-03 15:56 03-12-5 Balaenoptera 
acutorostrata
(minke whale)

35°28.9’S 134°56.6’E 1 175 62.4 @ 
303°

Online

7-Dec-03 16:13 03-12-5 Dolphins 35°20.0’S 134°42.3’E 20 150 Travel NW 92.1 @ 
304°

Online
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8-Dec-03 12:13 03-12-6a Dolphins 35°22.9’S 134°55.6’E 6 130 Travel SE 89.4 @ 
334°

Online

8-Dec-03 12:21 03-12-6a Physter macrocephalus
(sperm whale)

35°37.6’S 134°54.2’E 1 1250 Travel SE 66.5 @ 
322°

Online

8-Dec-03 12:24 03-12-6a Physter macrocephalus
(sperm whale)

35°36.2’S 134°55.2’E 1 1100 Travel SE ~ 
1.5nm apart

67.5 @ 
324°

Online

8-Dec-03 12:53 03-12-6a Physter macrocephalus
(sperm whale)

35°44.1’S 135°04.6’E 1 1400 Travel NE 45.2 @ 
323°

Online

8-Dec-03 16:04 03-12-6a Dolphins 36°23.7’S 135°57.0’E 12 1000 Travel NW 73.8 @ 
148°

Online

13-Dec-
03

11:23 03-12-8 Dolphins 35°32.0’S 135°01.0’E 100's 450 N/A N/A

13-Dec-
03

11:35 03-12-8 Physter macrocephalus
(sperm whale)

35°38.6’S 135°03.8’E 3 950 Travel NNE, all of 
similar size and 
close together

N/A N/A

13-Dec-
03

12:12 03-12-8 Dolphins 35°46.7’S 135°23.1’E 20 1000 N/A N/A

13-Dec-
03

12:20 03-12-8 Dolphins 35°37.4’S 135°38.2’E 20 125 N/A N/A

13-Dec-
03

13:48 03-12-8 Dolphins 36°13.2’S 135°47.0’E 3 1100 Travel NE N/A N/A

13-Dec-
03

15:39 03-12-8 Dolphins 36°33.5’S 137°24.5’E 50 150 N/A N/A

13-Dec-
03

15:52 03-12-8 Dolphins 36°45.0’S 137°24.6’E 200 Near blue whale N/A N/A

13-Dec-
03

16:25 03-12-8 Unident 37°02.1’S 137°46.8’E 1000 Unable to identify 
- suggest possible 
sperm whale but 
other notes 
suggested sei or 
fin, white on 
mouth, 
surrounded by 
large swarms krill

N/A N/A

13-Dec-
03

16:49 03-12-8 Dolphins 37°03.8’S 138°09.6’E 100 200 N/A N/A
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APPENDIX 4A

Aerial Survey 03-12-1 with track and sightings
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APPENDIX 4B

Aerial Survey 03-12-2 with track and sightings
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APPENDIX 4C

Aerial Survey 03-12-3 with track and sightings
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APPENDIX 4D

Aerial Survey 03-12-4 with track and sightings
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APPENDIX 4E

Aerial Survey 03-12-5 with track and sightings
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APPENDIX 4F

Aerial Survey 03-12-6a with track and sightings
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APPENDIX 4G

Aerial Survey 03-12-8 with track and sightings
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APPENDIX 5A Maps 5th December 2003
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APPENDIX 5B Maps 6th December 2003
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APPENDIX 5C Maps 7th December 2003
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APPENDIX 6A Summary Spreadsheet 5th December 2003

Date Time (CSST) Time (UTC)
local time 
correction

cetacean 
declat

cetacean 
declong WS#

Whale Activity 
(T=travel, 
D=dive, 
F=feed, 
P=poo) Dir trav Krill vessel declat

vessel 
declong

Vessel activity 
(R=Recording, 
O=Offline, 

SS=SoftStart)
Vessel 
direction Comments

5-Dec-03 11:34:00 1:04:00 10:30:00 -35.7932 135.4947 1+2 T 180 -35.97875 135.49195 R 319

Combination of WS#1+2 seen earlier, 
one smaller and one larger, Tr 200 m 
apart

5-Dec-03 11:58:00 1:28:00 10:30:00 -35.7956 135.4899 1+2 T 40 -35.95458 135.46614 R 319
Over smaller whale, then Tr S and then 
dived under

5-Dec-03 12:01:00 1:31:00 10:30:00 -35.8094 135.4696 5 T 180 small -35.95152 135.46281 R 319
5-Dec-03 12:26:00 1:56:00 10:30:00 -35.7950 135.4724 1+2 T 210 -35.92666 135.43631 R 319 and turning around to 240 deg.

5-Dec-03 12:28:00 0:00:00 10:30:00 -35.8000 135.4785 1+2 T 240 -35.92497 135.43449 R 319
WS#1 met up with #2, then travel slowly 
together

5-Dec-03 12:29:11 1:59:11 10:30:00 -35.8041 135.4767 1+2 D 240 -35.92358 135.43304 R 319 Separated, then 1+ 2 dived
5-Dec-03 12:34:00 2:04:00 10:30:00 -35.7946 135.4475 small -35.91883 135.42798 R 319

5-Dec-03 12:40:00 2:10:00 10:30:00 -35.7950 135.4785 1+2 T 350 -35.91269 135.42143 R 319
1+2 travel together, with large one 100m 
ahead of smaller

5-Dec-03 12:42:58 2:12:58 10:30:00 -35.7851 135.4847 1+2 D small -35.90998 135.41851 R 319 large dived then smaller
5-Dec-03 12:54:00 2:24:00 10:30:00 -35.7851 135.4785 1+2 T 340 -35.89941 135.40728 R 319 200m apart
5-Dec-03 12:55:23 2:25:23 10:30:00 -35.7851 135.4785 1+2 T 340 -35.89806 135.40584 R 319 1m apart
5-Dec-03 12:56:00 2:26:00 10:30:00 -35.7787 135.4628 5 F small-med -35.89738 135.40508 R 319 near WS#1+2
5-Dec-03 12:58:00 2:28:00 10:30:00 -35.7851 135.4785 1+2+5 F -35.89533 135.40294 R 319 whales came together, 2 fed

5-Dec-03 13:04:23 2:34:23 10:30:00 -35.7851 135.4785 1+2 T 300 -35.8892 135.39636 R 319
WS#3 separated from 1+2, with 1+2 
behind one another

5-Dec-03 13:04:23 2:34:23 10:30:00 -35.7851 135.4785 5 T 210 -35.8892 135.39636 R 319
5-Dec-03 13:06:54 2:36:54 10:30:00 -35.7851 135.4724 1+2 T 180 -35.88647 135.39348 R 319 and then dived under
5-Dec-03 13:06:54 2:36:54 10:30:00 -35.7851 135.4724 5 T 120 -35.88647 135.39348 R 319 and then dived under
5-Dec-03 13:10:19 2:40:19 10:30:00 -35.7900 135.4662 1+2 P -35.88273 135.38951 R 319 defaecate
5-Dec-03 13:14:09 2:44:09 10:30:00 -35.7801 135.4601 1+2 T 180 -35.87898 135.38552 R 319 close together
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APPENDIX 6B Summary Spreadsheet 6th December 2003

Date Time (CSST) Time (UTC) declat declong WS# Whale Activity (T=travel, D=dive, F=feed, P=poo, S=stat)Dir trav Krill vessel declat vessel declong vessel activity (R=Recording, O=Offline, SS=SoftStart)vessel dir. Comments
6-Dec-03 12:41 2:11:00 10:30:00 -35.6409 135.2270 14 (2) T 20 small-med -35.753678 135.252383 SS 320 2 whales 200m apart
6-Dec-03 12:43 2:13:00 10:30:00 -35.6409 135.2270 14 (2) T 330 -35.751600 135.250269 SS 315 other travel 40 deg

6-Dec-03 12:44 2:14:00 10:30:00 -35.6409 135.2270 14 (3) F -35.750614 135.249167 SS 322
2 whales 150m apart, another 
whale in group

6-Dec-03 12:45 2:15:00 10:30:00 -35.6409 135.2270 14 (3) F+P med -35.749517 135.248117 SS 320 1 fed, 1 T NNW and poo
6-Dec-03 12:46 2:16:00 10:30:00 -35.6359 135.2270 14 (3) T 40 -35.748528 135.247033 SS 317
6-Dec-03 12:49 2:19:00 10:30:00 -35.6409 135.2270 14 (3) T 270 -35.745478 135.243781 SS 317 1 travel north

6-Dec-03 12:50 2:20:00 10:30:00 -35.6409 135.2270 14 (3) T 270 med -35.744408 135.242675 SS 317
1 travel south, approx. 7nm from 
ship

6-Dec-03 12:52 2:22:00 10:30:00 -35.6409 135.2270 14 (3) T 290 med -35.742439 135.240525 SS 317
6-Dec-03 12:59 2:29:00 10:30:00 -35.6409 135.2209 14 (3) F+P med -35.735736 135.233327 SS 317

6-Dec-03 13:03 2:33:00 10:30:00 -35.6359 135.2209 14 (3) D -35.731906 135.229214 SS 317
all underwater and no change in 
posn.

6-Dec-03 13:06 2:36:00 10:30:00 -35.6359 135.2209 14 (3) T 360 -35.729034 135.226129 SS 317
2 close together and other 300m 
apart

6-Dec-03 13:08 2:38:00 10:30:00 -35.6309 135.2147 14 (3) F -35.727119 135.224073 SS 317
6-Dec-03 13:09 2:39:00 10:30:00 -35.6309 135.2147 14 (3) T 350 -35.726161 135.223045 SS 317

6-Dec-03 13:11 2:41:00 10:30:00 -35.6309 135.2147 14 (3) F+P med -35.724246 135.220988 SS 317
2 fed, 3rd whale 100m behind Tr 
south

6-Dec-03 13:14 2:44:00 10:30:00 -35.6309 135.2086 14 (3) D -35.721373 135.217903 SS 318

6-Dec-03 13:15 2:45:00 10:30:00 -35.6309 135.2086 14 (3) T 240 med -35.720416 135.216875 SS 318
moving towards krill swarm and 
vessel

6-Dec-03 13:16 2:46:00 10:30:00 -35.6309 135.2086 14 (3) D 300 -35.719458 135.215847 SS 318
6-Dec-03 13:18 2:48:00 10:30:00 -35.6309 135.2025 14 (3) T 330 med -35.717543 135.213790 SS 318
6-Dec-03 13:19 2:49:00 10:30:00 -35.6309 135.2086 14 (3) F -35.716586 135.212762 SS 318

6-Dec-03 13:20 2:50:00 10:30:00 -35.6309 135.2086 14 (3) F small-med -35.715628 135.211734 SS 318 2 travel 340 deg, swarms ahead

6-Dec-03 13:21 2:51:00 10:30:00 -35.6309 135.2025 14 (3) F 210 small-med -35.714671 135.210705 SS 319
patches 200m apart, other 2 
underwater

6-Dec-03 13:22 2:52:00 10:30:00 -35.6259 135.2025 14 (3) F med -35.713713 135.209677 SS 319
6-Dec-03 13:24 2:54:00 10:30:00 -35.6309 135.2025 14 (3) T 210 -35.711798 135.207621 SS 319 others underwater
6-Dec-03 13:25 2:55:00 10:30:00 -35.6309 135.2025 14 (3) F 50 med -35.710841 135.206592 R 319 others travel
6-Dec-03 13:27 2:57:00 10:30:00 -35.6259 135.2025 14 (3) T 340 -35.708861 135.204478 R 319 300m apart
6-Dec-03 13:28 2:58:00 10:30:00 -35.6259 135.1963 14 (3) D -35.707833 135.203394 R 319
6-Dec-03 13:29 2:59:00 10:30:00 -35.6259 135.1963 14 (3) F 30 med -35.706811 135.202319 R 319
6-Dec-03 13:30 3:00:00 10:30:00 -35.6259 135.1963 14 (3) F -35.705792 135.201222 R 319
6-Dec-03 13:31 3:01:00 10:30:00 -35.6259 135.1963 14 (3) T 300 -35.704769 135.200139 R 319 All travel, 300m apart
6-Dec-03 13:32 3:02:00 10:30:00 -35.6309 135.1963 14 (3) F small-med -35.703747 135.199047 R 319
6-Dec-03 13:33 3:03:00 10:30:00 -35.6259 135.1963 14 (3) T+P 330 -35.702717 135.197981 R 319

6-Dec-03 13:36 3:06:00 10:30:00 -35.6259 135.1963 14 (3) F 350 small-med -35.699639 135.194742 R 319
and travel, one 200m apart and 
other 2 50m apart

6-Dec-03 13:39 3:09:00 10:30:00 -35.6309 135.1963 14 (3) T 300 small -35.696575 135.191483 R 319
all turning around, 2 close 
together, 1 250m ahead

6-Dec-03 13:43 3:13:00 10:30:00 -35.6259 135.1902 14 (3) T 350 -35.692842 135.187472 R 319 all
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6-Dec-03 13:44 3:14:00 10:30:00 -35.6259 135.1902 14 (3) D -35.691811 135.186392 R 319 all
6-Dec-03 13:45 3:15:00 10:30:00 -35.6210 135.1902 14 (3) T 360 small -35.690792 135.185317 R 319 2 whales 300m apart
6-Dec-03 13:47 3:17:00 10:30:00 -35.6210 135.1902 14 (3) T 30 -35.688739 135.183144 R 319 1 travel, 2 underwater
6-Dec-03 13:48 3:18:00 10:30:00 -35.6210 135.1902 14 (3) D -35.687719 135.182067 R 319 1 dive
6-Dec-03 13:50 3:20:00 10:30:00 -35.6210 135.1902 14 (3) T 350 small-med -35.685664 135.179914 R 319 all 200m apart
6-Dec-03 13:54 3:24:00 10:30:00 -35.6160 135.1902 14 (3) D -35.681922 135.175917 R 319 all underwater
6-Dec-03 13:55 3:25:00 10:30:00 -35.6210 135.1963 14 (3) T 130 -35.680911 135.174819 R 319 2 50m apart
6-Dec-03 13:56 3:26:00 10:30:00 -35.6210 135.1963 14 (3) F -35.679883 135.173731 R 319 others underwater
6-Dec-03 13:58 3:28:00 10:30:00 -35.6210 135.1963 14 (3) T 150 -35.677842 135.171558 R 319 2 600m apart
6-Dec-03 14:00 3:30:00 10:30:00 -35.6259 135.1963 14 (3) T 160 small -35.675789 135.169386 R 319 2 60m apart
6-Dec-03 14:02 3:32:00 10:30:00 -35.6259 135.1963 14 (3) D -35.673753 135.167208 R 319 all underwater
6-Dec-03 14:03 3:33:00 10:30:00 -35.6259 135.1963 14 (3) T 180 med -35.672728 135.166142 R 319 2 150m apart
6-Dec-03 14:06 3:36:00 10:30:00 -35.6309 135.1902 14 (2) T 160 med -35.669656 135.162889 R 319 3rd whale not seen
6-Dec-03 14:09 3:39:00 10:30:00 -35.6359 135.1963 14 (2) F -35.666589 135.159625 R 319 both
6-Dec-03 14:10 3:40:00 10:30:00 -35.6359 135.1901 14 (2) T 250 med -35.665564 135.158542 R 319
6-Dec-03 14:12 3:42:00 10:30:00 -35.6259 135.1963 14 (2) D small -35.663514 135.156386 R 319
6-Dec-03 14:18 3:48:00 10:30:00 -35.6359 135.1963 14 (2) T 30 med -35.657372 135.149881 R 319 turning around to 350
6-Dec-03 14:20 3:50:00 10:30:00 -35.6359 135.1963 14 (2) F 270 med -35.655319 135.147717 R 319 seismic finished
6-Dec-03 14:23 3:53:00 10:30:00 -35.6359 135.1902 14 (2) D 240 -35.650903 135.143367 O 314
6-Dec-03 14:24 3:54:00 10:30:00 -35.6312 135.1929 14 (2) T -35.650000 135.142053 O 312
6-Dec-03 14:30 4:00:00 10:30:00 -35.6458 135.1963 14 (2) T+P 150 med -35.647164 135.132806 O 272 towards swarm
6-Dec-03 14:33 4:03:00 10:30:00 -35.6458 135.2025 14 (2) D med -35.647550 135.127828 O 254 150m from swarm
6-Dec-03 14:34 4:04:00 10:30:00 -35.6458 135.2025 14 (2) F med -35.647928 135.126308 O 249

6-Dec-03 14:35 4:05:00 10:30:00 -35.6458 135.2025 14 (2) T 210 med -35.648472 135.124742 O 244
swarms 150m away, smaller 
one head 18 deg, 200m apart

6-Dec-03 14:38 4:08:00 10:30:00 -35.6458 135.2025 14 (2) D -35.650647 135.120733 O 226

6-Dec-03 14:39 4:09:00 10:30:00 -35.6508 135.2025 14 (2) T 180 -35.651581 135.119597 O 220 smaller whale, larger underwater

6-Dec-03 14:41 4:11:00 10:30:00 -35.6458 135.2025 14 (2) T 60 med -35.653642 135.117694 O 208
away from swarm and turning to 
30 and then 70 deg

6-Dec-03 14:44 4:14:00 10:30:00 -35.6458 135.2025 14 (2) T 80 med -35.657144 135.115889 O 193 70m from med swarm

6-Dec-03 14:45 4:15:00 10:30:00 -35.6458 135.2086 14 (2) S+P 60 med -35.658331 135.115556 O 186

smaller sitting parallel to swarm 
70m away, large 600m away 
and turning towards smaller and 
poo

6-Dec-03 14:48 4:18:00 10:30:00 -35.6508 135.2086 14 (2) T 120 med -35.662411 135.115467 O 170

larger travel 120 deg, smaller 30 
deg and moved away from 
swarm, whales pointed towards 
each other 200m apart

6-Dec-03 14:49 4:19:00 10:30:00 -35.6508 135.2086 14 (2) D -35.663761 135.115781 O 168 both underwater

6-Dec-03 14:50 4:20:00 10:30:00 -35.6508 135.2086 14 (2) T 180 med -35.665206 135.116067 O 173
smaller head 30 deg, 100m 
apart

6-Dec-03 14:51 4:21:00 10:30:00 -35.6458 135.2025 14 (2) D 180 small-med -35.666581 135.116278 O 170
smaller head 70 deg and hardly 
moving

6-Dec-03 14:52 4:22:00 10:30:00 -35.6508 135.2147 14 (2) F -35.667967 135.116525 O 172

large fed on swarm near where 
smaller was adjacent to earlier, 
smaller 200m away

6-Dec-03 14:53 4:23:00 10:30:00 -35.6508 135.2147 14 (2) T 190 med -35.669258 135.116731 O 169 towards another med swarm
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6-Dec-03 14:54 4:24:00 10:30:00 -35.6508 135.2147 14 (2) D -35.670675 135.117039 O 171
both dive 1nm away from each 
other, smaller 320 deg

6-Dec-03 14:55 4:25:00 10:30:00 -35.6458 135.2086 14 (2) T 230 med -35.671997 135.117228 O 170
away from swarm fed on and 
towards larger swarm

6-Dec-03 14:56 4:26:00 10:30:00 -35.6458 135.2086 14 (2) T 310 med -35.673411 135.117533 O 171

towards swarm 150m away, 
smaller one stat 20 deg 700m 
away

6-Dec-03 14:59 4:29:00 10:30:00 -35.6458 135.2024 14 (2) F med -35.677467 135.118278 O 171
fed on RHS parallel to swarm, 
smaller whale stat 350 deg

6-Dec-03 15:01 4:31:00 10:30:00 -35.6458 135.2024 14 (2) T med -35.680106 135.118722 O 170
moving away from swarm, 
smaller travel 150 deg

6-Dec-03 15:03 4:33:00 10:30:00 -35.6458 135.2086 14 (2) D -35.682811 135.119228 O 171

6-Dec-03 15:07 4:37:00 10:30:00 -35.6458 135.2025 14 (2) F med -35.688117 135.120197 O 170
large fed through same swarm, 
smaller whale hasn’t moved

6-Dec-03 15:08 4:38:00 10:30:00 -35.6624 135.2063 14 (2) D med -35.689392 135.120450 O 170
swarm half of original size, 
smaller travel 160 deg

6-Dec-03 15:09 4:39:00 10:30:00 -35.6458 135.2086 14 (2) T 170 med -35.690778 135.120664 O 171 near krill swarm
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APPENDIX 6C Summary Spreadsheet 7th December 2003

Date Time (CSST) Time (UTC) declat declong WS# Whale Activity (T=travel, D=dive, F=feed, P=poo, S=stat)Dir trav Krill vessel declat vessel declong vessel activity (R=Recording, O=Offline, SS=SoftStart)vessel dir.Comments
7-Dec-03 13:32 3:02:00 10:30:00 -35.7055 135.3742 7 (1) T 150 med -35.709122 135.309047 R 116 1 whale (out of 3)
7-Dec-03 13:37 3:07:00 10:30:00 -35.7055 135.3742 7 (1) T+P 90 -35.712103 135.316481 R 116 then 120 deg
7-Dec-03 13:38 3:08:00 10:30:00 -35.7055 135.3742 7 (1) T+D 170 -35.712689 135.317983 R 116
7-Dec-03 13:39 3:09:00 10:30:00 -35.7104 135.3742 7 (1) T 240 -35.713300 135.319453 R 116 slowly
7-Dec-03 13:40 3:10:00 10:30:00 -35.7105 135.3681 7 (1) D -35.713900 135.320942 R 116
7-Dec-03 13:41 3:11:00 10:30:00 -35.7081 135.3746 7 (1) D -35.714483 135.322433 R 116
7-Dec-03 13:47 3:17:00 10:30:00 -35.7155 135.3681 7 (1) T+D 240 small-med -35.718025 135.331394 R 116
7-Dec-03 13:49 3:19:00 10:30:00 -35.7155 135.3620 7 (1) T 150 -35.719408 135.334867 R 116 med. Speed
7-Dec-03 13:52 3:22:00 10:30:00 -35.7164 135.3694 7 (1) D 210 -35.721192 135.339331 R 116
7-Dec-03 13:53 3:23:00 10:30:00 -35.7105 135.3804 7 (1) T+P+D 150 -35.721767 135.340842 R 116
7-Dec-03 13:54 3:24:00 10:30:00 -35.7400 135.3703 7 (2) T 150 med -35.722356 135.342336 R 116

7-Dec-03 13:58 3:28:00 10:30:00 -35.7403 135.3681 7 (2) T 210 med -35.724744 135.348281 R 116
went straight past med swarm 
krill and dir. Away from ship

7-Dec-03 13:59 3:29:00 10:30:00 -35.7403 135.3681 7 (2) T 220 -35.725539 135.350275 R 116 slowly travel
7-Dec-03 14:01 3:31:00 10:30:00 -35.7436 135.3728 7 (2) D -35.726708 135.353272 R 116 14:03 radioed ship to shutdown
7-Dec-03 14:01 3:31:00 10:30:00 -35.7403 135.3620 7 (3) T 210 -35.726708 135.353272 R 116
7-Dec-03 14:04 3:34:00 10:30:00 -35.7453 135.3681 7 (2) T 210 -35.728108 135.356731 R 116
7-Dec-03 14:05 3:35:00 10:30:00 -35.7453 135.3681 7 (2) T 120 -35.730014 135.360889 O 114 moving away from whale
7-Dec-03 14:06 3:36:00 10:30:00 -35.7453 135.3681 7 (2) D -35.730619 135.362461 O 117
7-Dec-03 14:07 3:37:00 10:30:00 -35.7442 135.3638 7 (2) D -35.731292 135.364053 O 117
7-Dec-03 14:08 3:38:00 10:30:00 -35.7254 135.3620 7 (3) T 210 small -35.731867 135.365589 O 116 over whale
7-Dec-03 14:11 3:41:00 10:30:00 -35.7269 135.3621 7 (3) T 220 -35.733736 135.370258 O 116
7-Dec-03 14:12 3:42:00 10:30:00 -35.7254 135.3620 7 (3) T 240 -35.734311 135.371711 O 116
7-Dec-03 14:13 3:43:00 10:30:00 -35.7254 135.3620 7 (3) T 210 -35.734922 135.373225 O 116
7-Dec-03 14:14 3:44:00 10:30:00 -35.7254 135.3620 7 (3) D 180 -35.735528 135.374803 O 116
7-Dec-03 14:17 3:47:00 10:30:00 -35.7254 135.3620 7 (3) T 290 -35.737394 135.379422 O 116
7-Dec-03 14:18 3:48:00 10:30:00 -35.7254 135.3620 7 (3) T+D 270 -35.737978 135.380942 O 114 likely along line
7-Dec-03 14:21 3:51:00 10:30:00 -35.7353 135.3620 7 (2) T 210 -35.739733 135.385431 O 116

7-Dec-03 14:23 3:53:00 10:30:00 -35.7403 135.3681 7 (2) S med -35.740994 135.388522 O 116 sitting 30m ahead of krill swarm
7-Dec-03 14:24 3:54:00 10:30:00 -35.7353 135.3742 7 (2) F -35.741589 135.390069 O 116
7-Dec-03 14:27 3:57:00 10:30:00 -35.7353 135.3681 7 (2) D -35.743442 135.394789 O 116

7-Dec-03 14:28 3:58:00 10:30:00 -35.7353 135.3620 7 (2) T -35.744100 135.396367 O 116
away from krill swarm and 
towards path of streamers

7-Dec-03 14:28 3:58:00 10:30:00 -35.7353 135.3620 7 (3) T 300 small-med -35.744100 135.396367 O 116

7-Dec-03 14:30 4:00:00 10:30:00 -35.7254 135.3558 7 (3) F -35.745267 135.399350 O 118
1nm from tail buoy and parallel 
with boat, then dived

7-Dec-03 14:33 4:03:00 10:30:00 -35.7254 135.3497 7 (3) T 120 med -35.746933 135.403539 O 117
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7-Dec-03 14:35 4:05:00 10:30:00 -35.7254 135.3497 7 (3) F med -35.748075 135.406492 O 117
tail buoy 500m to 290 deg from 
whale

7-Dec-03 14:37 4:07:00 10:30:00 -35.7254 135.3497 7 (3) D -35.749306 135.409567 O 114
7-Dec-03 14:44 4:14:00 10:30:00 -35.7328 135.3499 7 (3) T -35.753622 135.420425 O 117
7-Dec-03 14:46 4:16:00 10:30:00 -35.7303 135.3684 7 (2) D small-med -35.754775 135.423339 O 117 0.5nm from tail buoy
7-Dec-03 14:47 4:17:00 10:30:00 -35.7353 135.3681 7 (2) T 120 -35.755364 135.424783 O 117 swimming parallel with line
7-Dec-03 14:48 4:18:00 10:30:00 -35.7353 135.3742 7 (2) D -35.755917 135.426211 O 115

7-Dec-03 14:49 4:19:00 10:30:00 -35.7353 135.3742 7 (3) T 150 -35.756506 135.427661 O 119
0.5nm from buoy, radioed vessel 
to start softstart

7-Dec-03 14:51 4:21:00 10:30:00 -35.7353 135.3681 7 (2) T 100 -35.757556 135.430397 SS 115
parallel to line and 800m to 
north side of buoy

7-Dec-03 14:52 4:22:00 10:30:00 -35.7353 135.3742 7 (2) D -35.758142 135.431825 SS 118
7-Dec-03 14:55 4:25:00 10:30:00 -35.7353 135.3742 7 (2) T 150 -35.759797 135.435928 SS 116 200m on south side of buoy
7-Dec-03 14:56 4:26:00 10:30:00 -35.7353 135.3742 7 (2) T 150 -35.760353 135.437400 SS 116
7-Dec-03 14:57 4:27:00 10:30:00 -35.7403 135.3742 7 (2) D -35.760928 135.438856 SS 117

7-Dec-03 14:59 4:29:00 10:30:00 -35.7403 135.3742 7 (2) T+D 160 -35.762056 135.441692 SS 117
parallel with buoy 1nm away to 
sth

7-Dec-03 15:03 4:33:00 10:30:00 -35.7453 135.3742 7 (2) T 90 -35.764067 135.446794 SS 116
parallel with buoy and 1nm 
behind buoy

7-Dec-03 15:04 4:34:00 10:30:00 -35.7453 135.3804 7 (2) P+D -35.764572 135.448072 SS 118
7-Dec-03 15:05 4:35:00 10:30:00 -35.7453 135.3804 7 (2) T 120 -35.765133 135.449469 SS 117
7-Dec-03 15:07 4:37:00 10:30:00 -35.7453 135.3804 7 (2) T+D 160 -35.766258 135.452342 SS 118
7-Dec-03 15:11 4:41:00 10:30:00 -35.7508 135.3812 7 (2) T 110 -35.768506 135.457917 SS 115
7-Dec-03 15:12 4:42:00 10:30:00 -35.7453 135.3865 7 (2) T 110 -35.769039 135.459336 SS 116 nearly parallel with line
7-Dec-03 15:14 4:44:00 10:30:00 -35.7502 135.3865 7 (2) T 60 -35.770100 135.461981 SS 117
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